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Black Marines Beat Rioting Charges At NAS
1,200 Delegates Due
For Circuit Assembly
Memphis will host more thant The delegates will be asked
1200 delgeates to Jehovah's' to examine the quality and
Witnesses' Circuit Assembly quantity of their ministry on,
this weekend Feb., 6-8 at the the basis of fundamental
Bruce Haa11 Gymnasium (Le- Christian teaching.
College).
•••,t,,;( The assembly is to be spon-
sored by the Watchtower, Bible!
and Tract Society of New
York. The r epresentatives
from the world headquarters
will be Mr. C. G. Thompson,
and Mr. L. F. Hall. Mr. Thomp-
son will give the principal talks
and will have charge of the
assembly and its program. Mr.
Hall will assist Thompson as




Mr. Thompson, district sup-
ervisor for the South Central
United States, will welcome
the assembly while setting the
!theme: "Sacrifices That Please
'God." If you attend on Friday
evening, you will learn what
your sacrifice should be.
The baptism will be held
Saturday morning at 9:15 a.m.
Mr. Hall, circuit supervisor,
will give the baptismal dis-
course. Saturday evening, there
will be demonstrations dealing
"The purpose of this assent- with personal, family and con-
bly is to equip everyone in the, gregation study. Mr. Thomp- •
preaching fellowship of Jelin- son will also give the address:
vah's Witnessing in the practi-1"Accurate Knowledge Builds
cal use of the Bible as a. Fine Ministers." •
means of fortifying the spirit-
ual moral of the people in our The high point of the assem-
bly will be Sunday at 3 p.mcommunity."
LEAVING COURT MARTIAL — After one of the longest
court martials in the history of the Naval Air Station at
Millington. four marines leave to serve short sentences
as Atty. W. Otis Higgs, defense lawyer, discusses next
step with Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, executive secretary of
the !Memphis Branch of the NAACP, who paid for marines'
Libraries Plan
when Mr. Thompson will For Black
speak on the subject, "With-Church To Ffitar standing the Presure.s of Owl History WeekDay." The public is invited
to the entire assembly: All Football League has signed
Nat D. Williams, well known four-year television contract.,
Pros, TV Agree
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Pro-
fessional football commissioner
Pete Rozelle announced that
the newly merged National
Mad( Historian meetings are free. educator, historian, c°1(nanist with the National Broadcasting
deiensc. min left are Private Oscar Terry, Lance Cpt.
Perry Backstrom. Atty. Higgs, Pie. Arthur McCall. Mrs.
Smith and Pfc. Charles Nickson. They are serving terms
ranging frcia cne to months at the base. They could
Lave dritaan long sentences at the Marine Discipline 'amp
in New Hampshire. (Whiters Photo)
-
Final Rites Held For
PR Director's Father
t on. which in- Star citation which described
11  eluded Navy Lt. James W. how Terry's company was en-
will be among those in the city History Week at Emmanuel. Under the agreements, NBC Church. Hodges and Marine Capt. gaged in a firelight with the
participating in National Negro. -Church. 425 Cynthia Place. Sun, acquired rights to televise the A longtime resident of Mem II 'Robert A. Allen. had recom- Viet Cong. and how the vouno
effort 
“to arouse the American 
A Payroll Tax day, February 8 at ten o'clock league's American Conference phis. the 86-year-old retired,
I for all of the Vietnam veterans.
ull."1 mended bad conduct dischargesHistory Week. Feb. 8-14 in an
in the morning, games and CBS obtained rights letter carrier died last Thurs.!
111 This would have resulted in thepeople to a keener apprecia- State Represent.itive jaws 
Emmanuel Church choir, un- to carry the National Confer- day, Jan. 29, at Collins Chapel.
an loss of all benefits and subse-tion to the contributions of I. Taylor said. "The poor pro- 
der the direction of Mrs. Helen ence games. Hospital after a brief illness.,
quent treatment in VA hospi-the Negro civilization." pie suffer most when there are, 
Shelby will render special
Exclusive rights to televise Delivering the
. touching eulo-
tals, but the members of the
people will be on displaa at the This special service is spon- the 
Super Bowl game and All- 0' entitled: 
'On CheeringNew books by and about black
a vast amount of taxes 
impos-1music along with guest soloist.
Court turned down such drasticed on them. They are should- Star Game will go to the NBC One's Way 
Through Life." was
punishment.
rian, Miss Geneva Cooper. country. 
tee of the Men's Club oi Eat- and 
CBS on alternate years,
with NBC carrying the Super M. Lawson' Jr'
the minister, the Rev. James
the trial, a large group of
library, according to the libra-
ering the responsibility of our 
sored by the program :ommit-
According to testimony at
At the Cossitt Library on manue with n Griffin, Other participants on the fu-
blacli marines had been drink-Front Street, two films on He said that at this. time a chairman, and J. Franklin' 
the 1970 and 1972'
ing in a field behind a casualblack history will be shotin 
season folalond tghe All-Star game 
nerai program were the Rev.
payroll tax would be disastrous Dawson, president. 
HARRY RATCLIFFE
during the noon hour on Thurs. to the people of the city. 
following the 1371 and 1973 Frank McRae, 
soloists James
Award given to him by the company barracks at the base
day, Feb. 12. VAI.ENTI RESIGNS 
campaigns. Hyter and Mrs. 
Laura Robin-
and Larry Woodard, or-
Four Get Short Temrs
In Brig For fighting
After one of the longe st court fight.
martials in the history of the Pic Nickson was defended
Naval Air Station at Milling- by Atty. William K. Allison; a
ton, four black marines began young white lawyer from
serving sentences ranging from Paducah, Ky., while Private
one to four months for breach Terry. whose first court mar-
of the peace and assault last fiat ended in a mistrial, was
Friday in connection with a defended by Atty. Paul Kidd
;disturbance at the base on the of Monroe, La.
night of July 30, 1969. The two white lawyers were
The court martial began on employed by the Southern Le-
Dec. 2, recessed for Christmas, gal Action Movement also
and was concluded last Fri- known as SLAM.
day. The NAACP of Memphis
paid for the defense, Atty. .
Otis Higgs was praised for his
part in the court martial.
On trial were Lance Cpl.
Perry Blackstrom, Jr.. 21,
of Meridian, Miss.; Pfc. Char-
les L. Nickson, 19. Memphis:
Pfc. Arthur McCall, 20, Birm-
ingham. and Private Oscar A.
Terry. 20, of Paducah, Ky.
The four had been facing pos-
sible sentences of up to 87
years on the conspiracy to riot
and rioting charges, but the
eight-member court, which in-
cluded three blacks - a naval
lieutenant and two chief petty
officers - found the four inno-
cent of the charges.
Lance Cpl. Blackstrom was
reduced to the rank of private
and sentenced to six months at
hard labor; Pfc. McCall was
demoted to private and fined
$40 a month for tour months
he will serve; Pria ate Terry
was sentenced to four months.
and Pfc. Nickson was sentenc-
ed to one month at hard labor.
Navy Lt. John Box. who aid-
ed in the defense of the four,
said the marines began serving
their sentences immediately.
At various times. wnile the
other lawyers were out of
town, Mr. Higgs conducted the
defense for all four of the men.
lie was commended by the trial
judge, Navy Capt. W. E. Neely.
for his outstanding defense
for his clients at the court mar-
tial.
Mothers of three of the ma-
rines were present for most of
the sessions, which began on
Dec. 2 and ended last Friday.
Jan. 30.
They were Mrs. Ossie Back-
strom of Meridian. Mrs. Han-
nah McCall of Birmingham.
and Mrs. Celia Nickson of
Memphis.
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, exec-
utive secretary of the Mem-
phis branch of the NAACP.
was also present for part of the
trial, and she provided trans-
portation to and from the base
for the mothers while the mem-
bers of the court were nelib-
erating as to the guilt ann
punishment for the marines.
Private Terry's par.nts were
dead, and he was raised by an
aunt. One of his former of-
ficers .in *Vietnam came here
to be a character .vitness for
since the terms were so him, and read the citation
short, and b ythe time the case which accompanied his Bronze
is reviewed by the Navy all of Star Medal.
and radio announcer will be the Company and the Columbia afternoon of this week at the 
them will be free.
_,The 
Vance Avenue Branch guest speaker at a special serv Broadcasting System. The rosecu i 
The officer read the Bronze
the Memphis oeatenary 
United- • Methedise:
• 
Polak Lititnai Taylor To Fight ice in the observance of Neersi
Funeral services for Harry iimiiimmemlimmmineme







Handy." a 14-minute color film taxes already." he said, -and'Paul Valenti, head basketball 
are to be televised, CBS will













rThey wilt include -W. C. "We are paying too many CORVALLIS, Ore. 
. When interconference games s°11,
coach at Oregon State for the the family plot at Elmwood
ganist.
lie relations director and While the group was in theon the composer's life narrated we are already paying a state 
carry those games played when Mr. Ratcliffe was 
buried in
by Steve Alien, with a jazz sales tax, federal income tax". 
an American Conference team
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Eddie field drinking and playing ree•past six years, officially resign- Cemetery next to his late wife,
group performing Handy•s mu- 
is at home and NBC will tele-
Mai Ratcliffe: and two grand- ords, a black marine. Col.
sic in the background, and a 
Rep. Taylor said, that he ed effective at the end of the vise games played when a Mrs. Maggie Cox 
Ratcliffe.
A native of Grenada. Miss-. children. Miss Roberta Mai Danny Cawthon. warned white
27-minute color film, 
National Conference team is at”„e could not support a payroll tax' current season.
in unless the garbage tax is eli-' Valenti, who was an assistant home.Legend of Jenny Blue Eyes," ,ninn,n, basketball coach for 18 years
which is a black version of the. --"""`" before being elevated to the The new contracts allowed
Faust legend. The film is an A group of legislators met head job in 1964, blamed "Fick-'the networks to continue deal-
Academy Award nominee and last week with Mayor Henry le fans you can't please, win ing with basically the s a me
a U. S. entry in the Cannesq.oeb in a discussion of the or lose." So far, his teams teams since CBS has handled
Film Festival. 'garbage tax, have compiled a 83-66 record. 1956.
STUDY URBAN PROBLEMS — These Five journalists
from around the nation are studying urban problems as
Associates of the Unisersita of Chicago's Center for Po-
licy Stud'..Flom left are Hhitder A. Seagstaeke, Jr., as-
sociate editor, Tri-State Defeader, Memphis, Ladiey K.
Person, reporter for The Newark News, Newark, N. J.;
NFL games since
Mrs. Betty Washington, feature writer and reporter, the
hicago Daily News; John D. Harlow. news editor of the
.1asociated Press bureau, New York City, and Roger T.
Flaherty, urban affairs reporter for the Lerner newspapers,
hicago.
marine killed and disarm-
ed one of the enemy hiding in
a tree line.
The citation also deserihed
how Terry ran across an open
field and killed three more of
the enemy, and put the rest
of the Viet Cong to flight,
which served as great inspria-
don for his fellow marines.
Terry told the court that he
was raised by an aunt after
the death of his parents, and
that just before his enlisting tn
the Marines he had been one
of the boys, standing on the
corner, drinking mine, and then
he decided to join the Marine
Corps, although his aunt want-
ed him to join the Army in-
he came to Memphis after he
had grown up and joined Cen- High School,. and Robert M. trouble from their black coin-
a Ratcliffe. a teacher at Melrose marines that there might be, sted
Following the trial, the four
graduate stii- rades. and the whites then arm-tenary. He founded the Brother- Ratcliffe, Jr.. a
hood Bible Class there more
than 50 years ago. 
dent at Howard University in ed themselves with nightsticks
Washington. D. C. and broken mop and broom
At various times, Mr. Rat- Active pallbearers w e r e handles, and waited for the
cliffe was Sunday School super- George Cain, N. Z. Cain. Wil- blacks to come in from the
intendent, a trustee, a teacher liam Clanton, W. H. Crutch- field.
and a steward there. field, S. R. Brown, Fred Hutch- While waiting for the mem-
Two of his most prized pos- ins, Theodore Jackson and tiers of the court to return with
sessions were plaques present- Clintdn Ray. the verdicts, Pfc. McCall, said
ed to him several years ago by T. H. Hayes and Sons Funer that he was a patient in the
Centenary for outstanding serv- al Home was in charge of ar- hospital on that night and
ice and the Silver Beaver, rangements. would not have gone into the
North 40 Barrack at all, had it— -
not been that his best friend
Cpl. Backstrom, lived in it.
Recalling the events of the
night he said: ''Backstrom
and I were immediately at-
tacked by white marines who
had hidden in the head crest
room), and if Nickson and
Brother T. ( Pfc. oJe Talton,, of legal questions raised in thewho died before the court mar-?trial which should be tested intial) hadn't come. to our res- a higher court.
cue, the *tiles would prob- Mr. Higgs said that a
chances for a military person
He s
latlYshave killed ' us." 
'that after Nickson ceiving a fair trial diminish-ed lti\ 'by Coca-Cola USA and counselors, churches, coin- and Talton joined in the fight, es when a high-rankieg officerOmega Psi Phi Fraternity. The munity action programs and
' se
the whites panicked and began' twofers charges at a baseannouncement was made by youth groups. jumping out of windows and where the persons who rve
fleeing in all directions. lie on the court do so, while know.
the National Scholarship Serv- The Coca-Cola USA scholar-
estimated that the four of them ing that their future in the mil-
ice and Funds for Negro Stu- ship program was developed in
put about 30 of their assailants. itary can be based on how they
dents in New York City. Mark cooperation with Omega Psi
rea ment at the hospital after 
.
Henry Rayster of .Oxford, Pa. the express purpose of givingl
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Phi national headquarters for,.
financial assistance to needy
. the fight ended. 
-
to flight. Some 23 required ! vote at a particular trial. '
black students.
Cpl. Backstrom and 1 t( 
t. .
.Nickson are both purple heart CH
Medal winners, and at the time 
on' Planning
the upper ten percent of his
Rayster was a top student in DAVIS WINNER
Davis of Miami pocketed $10.000,
SAN JOSE — (UPI) — Dave
of the fracas were recuperat- A v I
ing from wounds of the 'leas ntivities included chorus, 4-H
Club, activities officer ot
. a,during the weekend after best- ,
and thighs suffered in battle
youth group, and active partici-!ing the nation's 
best bowlers ;n 
$65.000 San J o s e ‘"  Vietnam,
The prosecution attempted of St. Andrew AME Church
Members of the No. 2 ch tirpation in his church youth pro- t° win the, Open.
Johnson C. Smith University in
gram. Mark is a freshman at In taking his 12th Profession-
had planned the attack on the the public .
to show that the black marines at 867 S. Parkway East invites
' 
, at Bowling Association title, the to. their Post Valen-
Math Major Gets
Coke-Omega Award
ATLANTA, Ga. — Marklters selected one or more high
Rayster has been selected as school juniors and submitted
their names to the NSSFNS by,
the first annual recipient of a Oct. 15. Nominees are usually
national- scholarship co-sponsor- recommended by high school
A native of Oxford, Rayster
attended G. C. Shaw High
School in Stovall, N. C. Young
arlotte, N.C. where he is lanky Floridian downed Skee whites while in the field, but
majoring in mathematics. Foremsky of Houston, 216-172, Arty. W,Otis y Hithgges, who was
The Coca-Cola USA-Omega in the finale. Finishing in order
Psi Phi scholarship winner behind Foremsky were Earl branch of the NAACP to defend Mrs. Johnnie Weathers is
is selected from applications Anthony of Tacoma, Wash., Backstrom and McCall. main- chairman, and Mrs. Bennetts
mailed -in by Omega Psi Phi Nelson Burton Jr. of St. Louis lathed that the outburst be- Ivory co-chairman.
chapters across the nation. and Mike Limongello, North tween the black and white ma- The Rev. E. M. Martin is the
ILast spring and summer chap- Babylon, N. Y. nines was nothing more than a pastor
marines ex pressed their ap-
preciation and praise ta Att..%
Higgs and Mrs. Smith for pro-
viding legal defense .ind en-
couragement.
Both Mrs. Backstrom and
Mrs. McCall pledged to give
greater support to NAACP
campaigns in their respective
communities in gratitude to
the defense that the Memphis
branch of the NAACP provided
for their sons.
„ Mr. Higgs said that chances
light sentences meted to the
four men as a victory for the
defense, and said he would con-
fere perhaps later in the week
with Mr. Kidd and Mr. Allison
about an appeal.
He said there were a number
a entine Tea
tine Tea on Sunday, Feb. 15.
from 4 to 7 p. m. in the lower
level of the church.
IL
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WASHINGTON - Assistant Secretary of Labor
Arthur Fletcher, the GOP's secret weapon among the
Brother against the Democrats, unleashed a bomb-
shell last week. The hard hitting author of the Phila-
delphia Plan has now revealed his new thrust — the
requirement that all contractors and the building in-1
dustry to comply with guidelines set forth by his office
for equal job opportunity. He also included the federal
government in his far reaching program. When Fletch-
er dropped his bombshell, he was way off in Las
Vegas, Nevada, overwhelming the black newspaper
publishers with his plan. The publishers discovered
that here was an ally in the Republican camp and
immediately went into a strong supportive resolution
for his office. Secretary Fletcher, an ex-football star,
has emerged as one of the strong men in the top
eschelon of black men around Nixon. He commands
respect and is a thorn in the side of labor, Southerners
and the "Silent Majority."
TID BITS: Look for James Brown, the singer, to
begin speaking out on conditions of the Br othe r.
Brown, who has been wooed by both political parties.
Ls concerned about the pace of progress. His trip to
Vietnam and his tour through the restless ghetto of
Washington during a tense evening has given him the
credentials he needs for what he will do. Brown will ,
not be rowing a political boat, but he will be heard
on matters he feels affects his vast constituency
the little guy on the corners . . . Jim Brown, the
outspoken screen star and now a prominent business-
man, is one of a group of top flight black businessmen
who want to be heard by the President. The men are!
concerned over statements by Federal Reserve's An-1
dy Brimmer and are anxious to set the record straight.
There is some speculation whether or not the Presi-
dent will see them. In the group are members of the
National Bankers Association, the Business League's
Berkeley Burrell and others. In short, these boys.
want everyone to know that Brimmer, well inten-
tioned that he is, doesn't reflect a majority view.
INSIDE STUFF: The Rev. Jesse Jackson, w h o
now calls himself the Country Preacher, has told in-
timates that he doesn't think much of the recently
published feature on Ralph Abernathy. Jesse, fast
reaching the pinnacle of the heap, has great plans for
the Breadbasket of the Seventies . . . When 0E0 an-
nounced plans for a Job Corps center here in the Dis-
trict it brought to six the total number of the new
centers now in operation. The new concept is smaller
by comparison of the predecessors. Before completion,
0E0 will locate about 20 more in various cities
around the country . . . If you want to book either
of the three freshmen congressmen for a speech,
give yourself about eight months. All are flooded
with requests with New York's Shirley Chisholm hold-
ing the edge. It won't hurt to locate someone who
knows them personally to speak a good word either
. . . George Wallace's threat to the Nixon administra-
tion did not fall on deaf ears. When the former Ala-
bama governor issued it, he caused the President to
stiffen his back for the first time.
THISA 'N THATA: Hardly had the echoes died ;
on Gov. Linwood Holman's speech for racial unity in
Virginia than Gov. McKeithen of Louisiana t hrewl
down the gauntlet on school busing. Holman, t h
state's first Republican in the State House of Virginia!
since Reconstruction, urged his fellow Virginians to
make their state a model of racial harmony. McKeith-
en, who was an active contender for the Democratic
vice presidency in '67, told his state that he wouldi
not permit his children to be bused. He did say, how-
ever, that he was trying to resist within the law. The
school issue will be the one thing that will hang in
the Administration's craw as it struggles to hold the
South in line and woo former Wallacites. Despite the
few disruptions, the new desegregation guidelines set
down for southern school boards, are being followed
rather peacefully. Insiders predict the majority
school districts to remain that was.
IDLE NOTES: Bayard Rustin, in one of his best
pieces, analyzed the Black Panthers recently in a col-
umn in the New York Amsterdam News. Rustin, who
has been personally attacked by some Panther mem-
bers, raised the question of Panther policy. He points
out what he calls the inconsistencies of their position




'Jackson. a 24-year-old jour-
nalist from Durham, N. C.,
has been appointed a staff writ-
er in the Advertising and Pub-
lic Relations Department of the
Gulf Oil Corporation, accord-
ing to Paul Sheldon, vice Preii-
dent.
Jackson had been a news re-
porter and copy editor for the
Durham Morning Herald. He is
a' graduate of the School of
Journalism at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
At Gulf he will report to
Roy E. Kohler, manager of
Special Projects, and Daniel G.
Kean, Senior Public Relations
Representative. His work will
include developing and building
reciprocal contacts between
Gulf and the black community,
through organizations, schools
and news media. He will also
participate in more generalized
public relations for Gulf.
ters on the highway running
; through the center of my I
home town'
A. The law permits a locall
municipality to install parking ,
meters on that portion of state;
highway that is within its boun-
..ackson will be headquarter- da ries provided the munici-
ed in the company's Pittsburgh pality assumes responsibility
executive offices, but he will be assumes ponsibility for
called upon to travel the United maintenance that the
States in Gull's co-operative highway
programs with civic and pro
fessional irganizations.
Following h i s graduation'
from the University of North
Cirolina, Jackson served as an
infan ryman and an informa-
tion -specialist in the U. S
Army. He was stationed at
Ft. Dix., N. J.,: Ft. Benning.
Ga.. and Chu Lai, South Viet-
nam.
He joined the Herald. where•
he had worked while in col-
lege, alter his discharge in
May. 1969.
Ile worked for the Carolina
Times, a black weekly, while.
he was a student at Hillside
High School, Durham. He wrote
for school newspapers, and al-
so was president, of the Stu-
dent Council at Hillside.
Kentucky State
Soph Tops Nation
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Tra-
vis Grant's Kentucky St ate
teammates have nicknamed
him "Machine" because when
he shoots, a field goal is almost
automatic.
The college division basket-
ball statistics illustrate that
fact.
Grant. after missing only five
of 36 shots the past week, leads
the nation with a field goal per-
centageof .742, the o n d
highest ever recorded this late
in a season.
Grant's worst game this year
was a 17-for-27 performance
(63 per cent) while his best
was 16-for-17 (94 per cent) and
he has a shot at the collegiate
record of .733 set by Alabama
A&M's Ed Phillips in 1967-68.
Grant. a 6-foot-7 sophomore
forward, is averaging 29.3
points per game, ranking him
ninth among the leading col-
lege division scorers.
Kenyon's John Rink - last
season's scoring champion. con-
tinues at the top of the list
with a 40.9 average after pour-
ing in 88 points in two games
last week Rinka needs an av-
.erage of 18.2 per game in his
11 remaining regular-season
'games to become the seventh





Q. I've heard that it's illegal
to put parking meters on state
highways. If that's true, can
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370 UNION 2989 SUMMER
525-8358 323-5594
3471 Poplar at Highland
1471 Florida at Parkway
4804 Nervy Rd., Millington
549 South Parkway East
661 Cholsoa
4280 Macon Rood
432 E. Sholby Drive
, 2219 Flot;da
"It's Lucky For Me"
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"MEMPHIS' FINEST DESIGNERS SHOE CENTER"
•
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THURS., FRI., SAT. ONLY!
AFTER INVENTORY, EVERYTHING GOES!
FINAL CLEARANCE
ALL Ladies' Fall and Winter
Famous Designers
SHOES
This is an unbelievable after inventory offering of many famous designer
shoes at just $5! Our entire stock of magnificent fall and winter merchandise
in beautiful colon and styles (but not in all colors, sizes, or styles). Many
sold originally for as much as $45, so hurry in for this spectacular savings
WE HONOR 111ANKANIRICARD
AND MASTS. colaaol
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1970 Officers Elected
For Dixie Boys' Club
Dixie Homes Goodwill Boys the boys who are members.
Club is the City's third. Open-
ing in the Dixie Homes area, at • Dixie Homes Goodwill Boss'
919 Delmar, in April 1968, it Club is under the direction of a
built up a membership of 300' board of thirty-one members.
Officers elected for 1970 are
Kenneth Whalum, president,
Rufus Thomas, vice-president;
Daniel C. Hoffman. vice-presi-
dent; Art Gilliam. Jr., treasur
er: C. Lee Welch, secretary;
and Brandon Davis, assistant
secretary-treasurer.
Other members of the board
are John Adamson, Rhoden
Boyd, Charles Campbell,
Dr. Andrew Dancy, John W.
boys, ranging from eight t o
18 years of age, in its first sear
of operation.
Radio Station WDIA and the
Memphis Housing Authority
made one of its buildings avail-
WDIA came through with an
initial gift of $40,000. MIIA
made one of its buildings !walla
ble and spent a considerable
amount on its renovation.
The Boys' Club program is
under the supervision of two Dillard, Jr., Jack Glatt, Charles
full-time professionals a n d• Gregory, Henry Hall, Ill.
twelve students from area Donelly J. Hill, Juudge Odell
colleges who work part time. Horton, E. C. Jones, Anthony
Facilities include a Ledbetter, M a leolm Lindy.
gymnasium, library and wood- Roscoe Overton. Ronald Mill-
work shop; and the Club's pro-, lips, Bill Perry, Ellis Rivers,
gram offers sports, science, Ira H. Samelson, Jr., Cliff
crafts and woodworking. It is Stockton. Robert Thomas. Dr.
designed to promote the social. Paul T h ompson. Lawrence
educational, vocational, health Wade, Bob Wernet, Ben West-
and character development of brooks and Joe Westbrook.
Final Rites Held For
A Retired Principal
Funeral services for John tole and Florentstene Sullivan
William Kohlheim, retired prin- Tennessee State University.
cipal of the W. P. Ware High,
School at Somerville, Tenn..
were held at the Mt. Pisgah
(ME Church on Sunday, Jan.
18. Interment was on Monday,
.Ian. 19, in National Ceme-
tery.
Mr. Kohlheim. who lived in
He was with the Fayette
County Tennessee school sy-s-
tem for 34 years. having served
as principal of W. P. Ware
high School, which was for
some time known at the Fayette
County Training School.
A Mason, he was a licensed
mortician and was for many
years affiliated with the Lofties
Funeral Home in Somerville.
He was a member of Alpha
and Vincent Mitchell.
Other survivors are his 'with-
er, Mrs. Fannie Hayes.
Harvey. Ill.: two sisters, Mrs.
Annie R. Bradley. also of
Harvey. and Miss Leathie Kohl-
heim of Los Angeles. and a
Johnetta Kohlheim; and t h e tbrother, Charles Kohlheim of
stepfather of Lee Aster. Tom- St. Louis, Mo.
Memphis at 2094 Claremont
Circle. died at the Memphis
Veterans Hospital on Jan. 16
after a long illness.
A member of the Methodist
church, he received his bache-
lor's degree from Lane College
and his master's degree from
Phi Alpha Fraternity.
He was the husband of Mrs.
Bertha Kohlheim and the father
of Wilma Jonita and Wilda
"KNOW THE WHOLE TRUTH" Judge
Bennie J. Harris (left) of the Second His I.
skin Conn, Chattanoqga, Tenn.. chats at
Tennessee State University following h i s
appearance there for the School of Edu-
cation.. "Know the whole truth" was h i
admen:lion to studenis "tar withlut knowl-
edge," he said. "men are blind." With him
P. ( fly, Assistan to the
!, :i- i• Edo7ation• ‘la•
• tt 2 -- , o!!i0, aari 7cesidt'ill or the
•-;atinwil Educa•ion so-
it ii D, winiams,
t•:,111-ati-ii. Judge flank is
heig^ for Ch.ittiwooga. He
w a Assistant Cit., .11torney.
Prices Of Memberships
In NAACP Are Increased
For the first time in more thing else has skyrocketed. 'un-
than 20 years, prices ha%:‘, new m embership rates. ewe-
been increased for member- pared to other national
ship dues in the National As-
sociation for the Advancement
of Colored People.
Authorization for the increase
was made during the 16th an-
nual convention in Jackson.
i Miss., last summer, and the
I minimal annual dues became
effective as of Jan. 1, 1970.
Adult memberships are 34.00
minimum; $6.00 minimum with
"Crisis" Magazine $10.0c gold
certificate; and $23.00 eon
tributing.
Youth memberships are one
dollar for 17 years of age and
under, and two dollars fur 17 to
21 years of age.
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith. tx-
ecutive secretary for the Mem-
phis branch of the NAACP,
stated: "The Association has
found this very low increase




zations, labor unions and ',the!
groups—most of
monthly dues—an. St ii! ery
-Membership, in iI X."‘ \(' I'
rem a ins the best baraain
gets the most done across
nation for a modest mentb._•r-
Gii4tiiii- ship fee." she added.
Urban
Will Be Sold
Oa February 10. 1970. .the
Memphis Housing Authority
will open sealed obies for the
sale of Urban Renewal oroiect
notes in the amount of i13,805
000. The money will be used to
retire maturing notes obtained,
in March, 1969, at an interest
rate of 4.29 per cent.
Originally the money v. as
borrowed to finance operations
in two Urban Renewal areas,
l3eale Street I and Nledical Cen
ter 1. These operations include
the acquisition of land. re-
location. demolition, site imorov•




The Medic Center I Area.
*
Tenn. R-18, ;Was approved in
April. 1961, and is 95 per cent
complete. Thel Beale Street I
Area, Tennli ON, was'aporoved
in July, 194 ipd is about 15 to
3) per cent,c611ffplete. An area is
considereeevpleted or closed
out when all; the land has been
cleared, the',neicessary site im-
provements inade and then sold
to future developers.
The project notes are even-
tually retired completely with
revenue from two sources, the
receipts from land sales and
money from direct Federal
capital grants.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic GOMM
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups








YOUR Company Makes What Yen Ask rot Ana
Creates What YOld Think Or
Wentworth E. Miller.
! Yale law student was recently
named a Rhodes Scholarship
i winner in the Midwest Competi-
tion at Des Moines, Iowa. The
award entitled him to from
.two to three years study at "
.England's Oxford Uniyersitv
along with 31 other young men
front the United States.
Selection is based on com-
prehensive examinations, in-
tellectual attainment, charac-
ter, leadership and physical
.vigor.
Graduated from Yale last
spring as a "scholar of 'the•
'house." one of the school's top
honors, Mr. Miller was also
active in intramural athletics.
Before entering Yale, he was
'a merit Scholarship winner.
Mr. Miller 22. resides in Lake
• Elmo, Minnesota, with his
mother. Mrs. Pauline Oden, the
:former Miss' Pauline Pinkston of
' this city.
He is the grandson of Mrs.
G. F. Pinkston of 2428 Bridge-





(UPI) — The governing body
of Harvard University refused
to bow to public pressure Mon-
day and rejected a bid by the
Boston Patriots to temporarily
use Harvard Stadium. The ac-
bo' n all but assured shift of the
franchise.
• "Despite many pleas that we
change our decision," the Har-
vard corporation said in a state-
ment, "No one has come for-
ward with a long-term solution
to the Patriots' problem.
"There Is no public or pri-
vate plan to develop a per-
manent base for the Patriots
' and no evidence to make us
doubt the fundamental correct-
'ness of our position,' the cor-
poration added.
William Sullivan, president of
the American Football Confer-
ence club, was understandably
dejected. Last week, atter Har-
vard president Nathan M. Pu-
sty informed him of the uni-
versity's rejection of use of the
40,000-seat stadium, he told the
Massachusetts Legislature use
of the stadium was the team's
"last hope" of remaining in
Boston.
-I don't care to say anything,-
Sullivan'said when informed of
the corporation's turndown. "1
don't know what I can say












Our Lowest Price Organ !
MAGNUS ELECTRIC CHORD ORGAN
Hurry ... Prices Good
While Cuantities Last !
Wood Grain Finish Cabinet
25 Treble Keys, 6 Cord Buttons
Matching Music Rack with Book




103.11 3: Third Ite. 3230 Airtime. Ave.




Full 1 Year warranty !
Magnus 12 Button
ELECTRIC CHORD ORGAN
Learn to play in minutes! 12 chord buttons
37 treble keys. Hand volume control with,
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Is Set For Witnesses
Jehovah's Witnesses of Cir-
cuit No. 12 will enjoy a ‘seek
of special events. Beginning
Tuesday night, February 3, 1970
at 7:30 p. m. a special talk was
al instruction for the organiza-
tion at all levels of its discipling
efforts.
C. G. Thompson will give the
given entitled, "Living Happily opening address on the assemb-
Under Increased Kingdom Con- ly theme - "Sacrifices that
,trol". The 'speaker was C. G. Pleases God" (Heb. 13:15).
Thompson, district supervisor.1 L. F. Hall, Circuit Supervisor
Wednesday night, Februars
4, 1970 at 7:00 p. m. a free color
film entitled "God Cannot Lie"
will be shown. The film traces
the Bible's story from the time
of creation. This also will be at
the auditorium.
Friday night. February 6,
1970 at 6:45 p. 111. will be the
opening sessions of our semi-
annual convention which will
convene at the Br uce Hall
Gymnasium (LeMoyna College)
Memphis 0 r ange Mound
Congregation will serve as host
to 1,500 delegates from eleven
congregations.
,This will take place at the CrtY! will direct service meetingAuditorum, North Hall Main under the theme - "Tenderly
Street at Popular Avenue Caring for Other Sheens" (Gal.
6:10).
Saturday morning at 9:15
a. m. there will be a baptismal
service with the discourse given'
by Mr. Hall. Saturday evening
Mr. Thompson will address the
assembly on the subject., -Ac-
curate Knowledge. Builds Fine
Ministers„.
The highlight of the assembly
will be Sunday. February 8,1
1970 at 3:00 p. rn. when Mr.
C. G. Thompson will g,i.'e the
public address "Withstanding
The Pressures of Our Day".
All interested persons are
welcome free, no collection.
The purpose of the meetings —
is ,toAexamine the ministerial 
Preenwootipros of the congregation,: U
since their last meeting in West
Memphis, Arkansas. last Sep-
tember and to provide practic-
rHOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked ,-, Memphis by Memphians
 rushed rushred daily to your big






























Chicken, Beef or Turkey
POT in
PIES 9oz We
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED GRADE A
CUT UP
FRYERS
























1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 913 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER




Annual Youth Day will be ob-
served next Sunday, Feb. 8,
the Greenwood CME Church at
11068 S. Bellevue blvd., with
young people in charge of all
worship services for the day.
The theme for the day will
be "Youth in an Everchanging
Society, Nation and World; A
Voice for Christ."
The guest speaker for (Ii e
morning will be Cita r les
Brown, a member of the church
and a chemistry teacher at
Manassas High School.
A Variety-Talent • Program
will be presented at 4 p.m.,
and youth choirs from f o ur
churches will participate.
Miss Cynthia Bowers is
chairman of Youth Day a n d




Rites Held In Jackson
For Teacher's Mother
NASHVILLE — Mrs. Peola
Copeland fintitson of Jackson,
Tenn., mother of Dr. Darlene
Hutson, Director of Research,
and Thirteen-College Curricu-
lum at Tennessee State Univer-
sity, passed Thursday, Jan. 29,
t St. Thomas Hospital here.
Funeral services will be held
in Jackson at 2:30 p.m. Satur-
day at St. Paul CME Church,I
Rev. L. T. Purham, pastor, of-
ficiating; assisted by Rev. J.H. 1
Atwater of Memphis. I nte r-,
ment: Elmwood Cemetery.!
StephensanShaw, Funeral Di..!





for all auxiliaries of the Sum-
merfield Baptist Church at
1383 Boxwood St. will take
place there next Sunday, Feb.
8, at 3 p.m.
The theme will be "Wisdom,
the Prerequisite of Understand.
ing, the Trademark of Leader-
ship: Hear instructions and be
I wise, and refuse it not."
The Rev. H. P. Sandridge
and members of Thomas Chap-
el Baptist Church will he
guests. All are invited.
Mrs. V. D. Harris is chair-
man. and Mrs. T. Watson co-
chairman. Mrs. C. Johnson of
Eastern Star Baptist Chur c h
will be mistress of ceremonies.
The Rev. Leon Brookins is
pastor of the church.
New Bethel Plans
For Installation
In addiUon three others
were named including Richard
Watkins and Theodore Birch.
Jennings and Cogwell were
charged with attempted mur-
der and kidnapping, along with
Fort.
An eight were indicted on
!charges of aggravated kidnap-
ing conspiracy to commit
kidnaping and aggravated bat-
,.ttion. ers 
, When the indictments were The charges grew out of an
'returned. Fort was in the coun-rncident which took place in
I ty jail where he was serving' the Crystal 
Hotel, 5450 S.
'a 30 day jail term after the Mich.,last Dec. 30. The eight
U.S. Supreme Court refused to are accused of taking Willie
hear the case. the conviction Harris, 19, of 5450 S. Michigan
in h hotel
Airman Harry Roberts III, son Gospel Choir Popular
,of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Roberts
of 4525 S. Federal st. has grad-
uated at Sheppard AFB, Tex.,
from the 'U.S. Air Force air
',craft mechanics course.
The airman, now trained to
maintain and service recipro-
cating engine aircraft and air-
craft systems, is being assign-
ed to Travis AFB, ,Calif., for
duty with the Military Airlift
Command w hi eh provides
Henry C,00nts She t a ught
school there prior to her mar-
riage to the Rev. J. H. Hut-
son of the CME Church, whoui
she survived.
She had been ill for some
time. Since Noyerber she was
hospitalized here in Nashville nil
Medicenter and later St. Thom-
rue s
Survivors include: three chil-
dren, Dr. Darlene Hutson cf
Nashville arid Mrs. Mae Evelyn
Gray of Kansas City, Kans.,
daughters: Copeland E. Hutson,
Denver, Colo., SOD; three step-
&Wren, Rev. D. Hutson.
Jackson; Rev. R. P. Hutson,
Augusta. Ga.; and Mrs. Evie
C. Fellows, Gary, Ind sisters,
Mrs. Beatrice Rudder and Mrs.






Less than 24 hours after Leon-
ard Sengali walked out of the
county jail a Cook County
Grand, Inry indicted Jeff Fort,
25. 'Of'. 1534 E. 68th street for
attempted murder, kidnapping
and several. other charges.
At the same time the grand
Jury incliced 17 other members
of the Black P Stone Nation
on charges ranging from at-
tempted murder to intimida-
•,," was over a year old. aye. to a
where he was held against his
Fort was taken to the coun- will and beaten by his captors.
ty jail last Jan. 23.
The indictment alledges that
Also named in the indict- Fort ordered Jennings and Cog-
- ment with Fort are Mickey well to take Harris to a far
Cogwell, 24, of 5255 S. Prince- southside location and kill him.
ton; Robert Jennings, 26, of It was during the attempt to
In Mechanics 1 .1
5450 S. Michigan ave.; Tom-!kill Harris that he managed to
nue Stevenson, 18, of 6405 S.;grab the gun his abductors
Normal. I held and flee.
— ---
WICHITA FALLS, Tex. — •
ith College Students
There is a lot of "S o U I"
among students on the
LeMoyne-Owen College campus
and out of it has grown a Gos-
pel Choir.
When Calvin Coleman a n d
Fred Mosbey, both juniors and
economics majors, called a
global airlift for U.S. military meeting back in November to
forces. propose formation of such a
--- singing group, only 20 students
attended. At latest count, there
Named To Iowa are 72 in the choir.Auxiliaries w ill b e installed ; The group already has made
Cs huch at 907 S. Prarkway several local appearances, or
on next Sunday, Feb. 8, start E stItudent Body vited to the c a m p u s.
ing at 3 p.m. and the public is
at the New B e t h e 1 Baptist ' FAYETTE. IA. — Clifford 
d eTn th e igospeldea   of 
choir
 organizingbega n a  s tu 
-form-Church at 907 S. Parkway East Lee and James Cotton, both of ing in the minds of Colemaninvited. .Chicago, are senators to the and Mosbey during the col-
Special guests for the instal. 1 student government of Upper kege's recent Religious E mph&
lation will be the Rev. I. Rosy- Iowa College. sis Week. They noted t h a t
ser and members of his con-. chapel services at the college, 1 The men are two of threegregation. attracted only a very few stu-students elected to represent
i dents and they agreed thatWilliam Bradley is chairman'the freshman men's dormitory!
i there must be a reason far thisof the service and Mrs. Fan- on the important student body.
lack of interest.nie Bynum reporter. I Cotton, the son of Mr. and i They finally decided t h a tRev. J. D. Atwater is The Rev. Dave Bond is min-!' Mrs. M a r Li n C o t t on, 7257 some rea ' '"oul" music wit"of the church. 'ister of the church. Racine, plans to major in clie- needed on the campus. They














Number Copies sold January 10 . 
Mail coupon or give to Routeman
J
Fill out coupon
All carriers musi turn in Customer List
No Base shall be less than 25 copies
Points will be awarded for weekly increase
Points for Prompt Payment
Contest begins with copies sold January 10







Mayor Richard J. Dale Yiallocated for the in ,
Thursday a nnounced the training progr:m.
launching of three model Cities Approximately 2,100 taacaschool programs totalling more
ers and 450 other school per-than 53-millions. 
;sonnet at thirty-one schools inMayor Daley said "These' target areas will receive the
quivalent of 50 minutes p e r.
school day training for a period
of one year.
about 40,000 children. The pro-
grams are designed to improve j In the seven Co-Plus (Co-
their ability to learn, to give operatively Planned Urban
'Schools) schools 300 teachersth f b kfa ts d lun
are among the most important
programs in the Model Cities
efforts because- they involve
em ree rea s an c -
instructional team leaders andes, and to provide in-service
training for 3,300 teachers, administrators will be trained.!
and o t her school personnel' The Co-Plus schools are locat-
to make them better qualified.' ed in all of the target areas.
"This program should bring
positive results not only in
improving education but in
creating better understanding
between students, teachers and
parents," the Mayor added.
A total of $1,172,881 has been
In the Near South area of
Grand Boulevard, Oakland and
North Kenwood. 1.510 ad-
ministrators, te a c he rs and
para-professional help will re-
ceive the equivalent of one hour
per day training.
aent choir sings the ctraditions
al" hymns and anthems and,
in their opinion, this type of
music was not appealing to the
student body.
They noted, too, that Ler•
Moyne-Owen students packed'
the house whenever top-notch
gospel singing groups were in-
vited to the campu . s
And, so, the LeMoyne-Owen
College Gospel Choir was born
and everyone is wishing it well.
Coleman and Mosbey are top-
flight gospel musicians. Mr.
Coleman is minister of music
a
at P e n tecostal Evangelist
Church of God in Christ, at
1106 N. Hollywood, and Mr.
Mosbey is organist and minister
of music at St. Stephens Bap-
tist Church on Chelsea as well
as pianist for the Douglass
Male Chorus.
The Gospel Choir has a stu-
dent board of directors, includ-
ing John Simpson. chairman:
Frankie Rodgers. Edna Brown,
s•i, Bosley. Ronald Park-




Floyd Wilson, son of Mrs. Kath-
erine Wilson of 591 Larch Lane,
Sacramento, Calif., has com-
pleted basic training at Lack-
land AFB, Tex., and is remain•
ing there for training as a se-
curity policeman. He is a 1969
graduate of Mitchell High
School and also the son of John-
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RECEIVES MEDAL — U.S. Air Force Major Thurman A.
Riley, Jr., receives the Distinguished Flying Cross at Shaw
AFB, S.C., from Brigadier General Robert J. Holburg,
Tactical Air Reconnaisance Center commander. for air
action in Vietnam. His wife, Mrs. Gloria Rile y, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Holmes of 583 Harrell st..
Memphis. Major Kiley distinguished himself on Feb. 22,
1968, when he flew three emergency resupply missions to
allied forces defending Chu Chu Airfield. The major is a
graduate of Cooley High School in Detroit and Ohio itate
University.
APPOINTED — Dr. David A.
Hamilton, Dean of the School
OF Agriculture and Home Eco-
:remits at Tennessee State Uni-
versity, has been appointed
Chairman of a State Agricul-
tral Stabilization and Conser-
vation Advisory Committee for
Tennessee. The committee as-
sists in assuring equal employ-
ment opportunities in farm pro-
gram administration at state
and county levels, in equal ac-
cess to information and oppor-
tunity to participate in t h e m,
and in community and commit-






921 Birch St. $14.500
6 rooms, 1 bath, frame- SOO
down
233 Charter St. 12,500
5 rooms lbath , brick veneer
250 down
1031 Bradley 9,500
4 rooms, 1 bath, frame- Nu down
2139 Kentucky 11,250
5 rooms 1 bath, ash, shingle
250 down
795 E. Mallory 9,750
6 rooms, 1 bath, brick-500 down
1894 LaPaloma 10,500
rooms 1 bath, asb. shingle
250 down
1719 State St 8,250








MORGANTOWN, W. VA. • —
(UPI) — Garrett Ford, the all
time leading rusher at West Vir-
ginia University, was appoint-
ed an assistant coach on the
staff of his Alma Mater's new
head coach. Bobby Bowden.
Ford, who beanies the first
Negro coach in WVU history,
will be in charge of scouting,
and will help coach the run- 1
, ning backs.
The former Washington,
111.C.„ resident who starred i n
football at De Matha High,
schoQ1 in Hyattsville, Md.,
played one season for the Den-
ver Broncos of the American
Football League and has been
working for a bank at Walt-
ham, Mass.
30 PROTEST MEET
LE$ PETITES CHERES — Members of Les Petites Cheres
met recently at the home of Mrs. Frances Johnson and Of-
ficers were installed by Prof. Charles Horner. Plans were
also made for the club's Anniversary Dance to br eeld in
March 20 at Club Rosewood. Seated on bottom row, from
left, are Mesdames Ilene McGee. :inancial secretary Mat-
tye Upshaw, reporter; Susie Ford. and Frances Johnson,
assistant secretary. On second row, from left. are Mes-
- —
dames Bernice Hughes, president; Merdis Pewitt, vice pres-
ident; Ozetta Evans. secretary; and Beatrice James. irea-
surer. Standing, same order, are Mesdames Ella M.
-tinier. chaplain; Melvena Warren. corresponding secre-
tars; Betty Payne, business manager; Onie Munn. parlia-
mentarian: Nelly Kelly, Mary Chamberlain and Erdine
Tra vis.
• {V.:.:
Ign@uo IR® cfl@ PEC)1
Dear Editor:
• First of all, I have no person- 1
at, social or theological axe to.
grind, therefore, I will bring
the facts to you as they are.
SEATTLE — (UPI) — Thirty
young Negroes protesting the
racial policies of the Mormon
church delayed a gymnastics
meet between Brigham Young
and Washington by throwing
eggs, oil and assorted trash on
the gym floor.
About 200 persons came out
of the stands and cleaned up
the gooey mess after the demon-
strators left. Washington won.
159.80 to 150.80. and policei
escorted tbe BYU team to the!
airport after the match.
During 1969, I traveled in
several countries in Europe,
Africa, South America and
the West Indies. I talked with
people from Presidents and
Prime Ministers to people in
the market place, most of these
people I talked with aerr—very
disappointed in the Afro-Ameri-
can clergymen, because he
has failed to speak out against
wrong doing in his own country,
and he fails to make friends
with people of other countries.
A leading clergyman in
Kumasi, Ghana said to me:
"Most Afro-American clergy-
men are introverts". As he eon-
READ THIS STRANGE STORY,
EVERY WORD IS TRUE. .
I am from Clarksdale Miss. My name is.Hettie Jenkins
3104 West Warren Blvd. Chicago, Minks,.
I had several serious problems.
Rev. Costonie is well known in
many parts of Mississippi. Some
friends in Clarksdale told me I
should see him. I started smoking
Cigarettes when I was nine years
old I now have seven children to
live for. I smoked two packs a
day. Cigarettes were killing me '
but I lust had to have them. Rev.
Costonie prayed for me. The first
time failed. He told me to, keep 40"
my faith in God and pray and as HAITI! JOBIEIME
sured me on my next visit there would be no curving for elpmettes,
and my nervousness would be over. Sure immegrib the oreetell Mine
he prayed for me I had no more craving for cigarettes. flit was
over a month ago. 1 Jeel so much better. The chest palm and
nervousness are all gone. Rev. Costonie is good on money pro-
blems, too. He prays for the sick awry Sunday, 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Faith l'emple Church, 5001 Ellis Are. His office is located at 927
E. 47th Street. Write to hbn for pryer Eire I did or call for an ap-
pointment WA 4-4 969.
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
tinued: "They have filed
the people of Ghana."
A young clere'. man came to
my hotel in Georgetown, Guy-
ana and said to me: "Mr.
Bradford, I am happy to se
you. I am glad that you Afro-
1/Americans are being resurrect-
ed from the dead."
When I visited the university
lof the West Indies, a young stu-
dent said to me: "When I was
in New York last summer. I
found the black American
clergymen are not so friendly."
A young man from Ahma-
dabad. India was in my office
here at 644 Riverside Drive.
and he said to me: "I've con-
tacted three clergymen here in
,New York City to give me an
lopportunity to speak, and they
; all turned me down." As he
I continued: "One said, he had
i his calendar full for the rest oi
i1970." Space will now allow
me to continue with quotas
from people here at home and
from abroad. Sunday, Jan. H.
was at one of Atlanta's most
outstanding churches and illy
entire sermon was just a
message without life or
spirit. More than 30,000 black
dope addicts in New York City
alone. Does this bother these
gentlemen? No.
Do these gentlemen concern
themselves about the refugees
in Nigeria. Biafra and the rest
,of the world? No. As there are
less white Evangelists going to
Africa and Asia, are these,
gentlemen interested in filling
the gap? No.
Crimes are growing ten time.
faster than the population. Aro
'these gentlemen willing as a
,unit to crusade against crimes
and pornographic literatures?
No.





LOOK FOR THE RED CHECKERED
KING COTTON PACKAGE OF GOODNESS
Ur Oleic. if
HOT or MILD•
MADE IN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED KITCHENS OF
THE NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY
Remember: King Cotton Hot Dogs. Always Delicious!
men tvillin2 -0 put on cit. wide
revivals to bring young people
to Christ? No.
Most black Afro-American
clergymen are too timid to lead
during these great times of
peril. Instead of being God-sent
leaders, they would. rather fol-
low the few loud-mouths socaii-
ed militants. They have the
shoe on the wrong foot.
They should lead, not
low. Most Afro-American cler-
gymen are absolutely in. darr:-
•ness, or the Bible is the biggest
:fake of all times. It would take
only an idiot to call the ,Bible
a fake. I would like to recom-
; mend to Afro-American clergy-
men to either preach the Gospel




NEW YORK — San Diego's
Elvin Hayes. who had ranked
second in the National Basket-
ball Association in rebounding
average since the first week of
December, took ov er the
I ea gue lead in the weekly
statistics.
Hayes has a 16.2 average
through games of Jan. 25. and
the second-year star replaced
Nate Thurmond of San Fran-
cisco, who sulffered knee carti-
lage damage Jan. 16 a f ter
averaging 17.7 caroms in 13
games.
Wes Unseld of Baltimore is
second to Hayes this week
with 15.9 rebounds per game,.
and Lew Alcindor of Milwau-
kee third at 15.1.
Meanwhile, Jerry West con-
tinued his relentless scoring.
MAURICE says:
SHOP US BEFORE YOU BUY!
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Vienna Sausage tws 4.
ARISTOCRAT .
CRACKERS 1 1Bg 25C.
FRESH GROUND























Prices Good thru Jan. 24
A23 N. Cleveland 213 F raysor Blvd.
90 Hwy. Si South 2833 Lanai, A‘ri
1500 S. Lauderdale 3561 Pan' Ave
3200 PaCkens Rd. South 2464 Poplar Ave.
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So This Is
Washington
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
Following the announcement last week of the nomination
of Circuit Court Judge G. Harrold Carswell to the Supreme
Court, a group of morose civil rights workers sat around a
table discussing the bleak outlook under the Nixon Adminis-
tration. In an attempt to break the atmosphere of gloom, one
asked, "Do you suppose we could get Haynsworth back?" Said
another, "Let's face it. We used up all our options in that
fight. There's no ethics and no labor issues involved here and
who cares about civil rights? The truth is that Nixon feels we
aren't his constituents and so he owes us nothing. The next
time he might even name George Wallace to the court!"
The only two black members of Congress available last
week for their comments on the State of the Union Message
were Reps. Adam Clayton Powell (D.N.Y.) and
Louis Stokes (D. Ohio) The rest were either
away on personal business or just not reach-
able. The criticism is that wherever they were,
they should have been listening to the address
and then phoned their views in to their offices.
They represent millions of black voters
who want to know their thinking on such im-
portant matters whether it is negative or posi-
tive. Congressman Stokes found the message
good rhetoric, but with little substance and he
took particular umbrage at the $10 billion pro-
proposal for crime control and the President's intention to veto
the $1.3 billion appropriations bill for HEW because he thinks
it is inflationary. Adam Powell quipped that whites are the
number one criminals in causing pollution because they own
the factories and most of the cars that poison the air and
dump waste matter into the waters. He added "Black Folks
have been breathing bad air all their lives in the ghettos, but
nobody did anything about it."
Like Old Mother Hubbard's Cupboard, the message was
bare on civil rights, hunger and poverty in general. There was
a reference to expanding opportunity for all Americans, but
this was like soup made from the shadow of a thin chicken
that had starved to death, with credit to the author. Roy Wil-
kins.
Dean Burch, the new chairman of the Federal Communica-
tion Commission, admitted that minorities are under-represent-
ed in broadcasting, but he said there were no more AM sta-
tions to purchase only UHF. Burch backstepped when pressed
on the question of whether minorities should be given special
preference in future licensing and he said he was not proposing
such a policy' for the FCC. He admitted that it would be "rele-
vant" to hear the claims of black people who want to serve
black communities.
Sen. Alan Cranston (D. Cal.) asked the Census Bureau to
spell out for him how the 1970 census is going to be handled.
He said broader public knowledge of the Bureau's plans could
calm widespread suspicions and doubts, especially among
minority groups. He cited a lawsuit recently filed by two Chi-
nese in San Francisco asking the court to stop the Bureau
from mailing census forms and to use the conventional house
to house canvass instead.
The Senator has asked for the door-to-door census to be
taken by enumerators to be taken in all core cities. Special
treatment should be given to lodging houses, hotels, transient
rooms and missions in ghettos so that none of the residents
are missed. In addition, Cranston wants the enumerators to be
recruited from the areas in which they will work so that they
speak the same language and are of the same race as the per-
sons they will be interviewing.
The National Alliance of Businessmen has opened a size-
able new account at the United Community National Bank of
Washington, one of 22-black-operated financial institutions in
the country. The action was in response to a letter from the
bank announcing its special "Banking for the Social Impact"
campaign to increase its services to the inner city. Dr. William
Collins is chairman of the Board of the bank. NAB is a volun-
tary organization of businessmen, labor union leaders and gov-
ernment officials created to locate jobs in the private sector of
the economy for minority unemployed.
The group of black business leaders who met in Washington
recently in response to the Dec. 29 speech of Dr. Andrew Brim-
mer of the Federal Reserve Board in which he said Black
Capitalism was unworkable, sent a telegram to President Nix-
on asking for a meeting with him at the "earliest possible
date." An acknowledgement of receipt of the meeting with him
at the "earliest possible date." An acknowledgement of receipt
of the letter was sent to Dr. Edward Irons, spokesman for
the group, but so far, no date or any indication as to whether
Mr. Nixon will in fact see them has been received.
Washington businessman, Donald Standford who has ex-
tensive holdings in the Virgin Islands has been awarded a con-
tract to build airport facilities for the Republic of Togo in Afri-
ca and °field Dukes. former Assistant to Vice President Hu-
bert H. Humphrey, who now heads a public relations firm in




The regular meeting of the
Memphis branch of the NAACP
will be held next Sunday. Jan
25, at the Mt. Olive CME Ca-
thedral at the corner of Lau-
derdale and Linden, beginning
at 4 p.m.
All members and friends of




Bids will be received by the
Memphis Housing Authority at
its office at 700 Adams, Mem-
phis, Tennessee, until 10:00
A.M., CST., February 20, 1910,
for the furnishing of labor, ma-
terial and equipment for the
planting of trees and shrubs on
Memphis Housing Authority De-
velopments.
Bidding documents and speci-
fications will be available at
the Memphis Housing Authority
office, 700 Adams Avenue. Mem-
phis, Tennessee
The Memphis Housing Au-
thority reserves the right to
reject any or all bids or to;
waive any informality in the
bids and to award the contract
to whomsoever it may elect.
Address bids to the Memphis
Housing Authority, 700 Adams
Avetlue, Memphis. Tennessee







"SITUATION: UNDER CONTROL . . .," said CadetCapt.
Willard R. Brown of Detachmtnt No.790 at Tennessee
State University, as he climbed out of his plane shown
here following a forced landing. He was blown off course
on his first cross-country solo flight from Nashville, Tenn.,
to Muscle Shoals, Ala., and return. His instruments malfunc-
tioned, be ran out of fuel, and was forced to make a landing
in a field 2es miles out of Cookeville, Tenn. Results:
Plane—damaged landing gear, nose, and propeller—Ca-
det Brown, not injured. Goal: He wants to be commis-
sioned in the Air Force, become a fighter pilot, and
make Air Force his career. JOE ZINN PHOTO
Put Punch In
Holiday Party
Punch is making a comeback.
More often than not thes e'
days you'll find a punch bowl
perching regally on somebody's
buffet, waiting to dispense good
!cheer. Particularly so, now that
the holidays a r e practically
here.
The prime advantage of a '
punch is the convenience of the
drink: you mix up a batch of
50 servings before the guests ar-
rive and free yourself and your
friends from the tedium a n d
chaos of ice cubes, mixers, bot-
tle opening a n d remembering
whether Aunt Prue take her
nip with ginger ale or club
soda.
A secondary advantage is the
infinite variety of punch
recipes ideal for the holidays, all
ranging in strength from lethal
to weak enough for grandpa.
As any expert in these affairs
will tell you, the "esprit" of a
fine punch is champagne from
France, with cognac as its
soul. Other ingredients should
be considered, of course, b u t
we are talking about exquisite
punches — the kind that bubble
with the gaiety of champagne
and breathe the mellow fire of
cognac.




grated rinds of 4 lemons
2 cups Cointreau
2 cups orange juice
2 fifths cognac
cup lemon juice
4 bottles dry French cham-
pagne
Slice cucumbers, without peel-
ing, into a punch bowl. Add su-
gar. grated lemon rinds, orange
juice, lemon juice, and cognac.
Stand away for an hour. When
ready to serve, add a large




3 ounces green Chartreuse
3 ounces yellow Chartreuse
3 ounces Benedictine
ii ounces cognac
-s-ese..asteetoiviseteaosisaitiposeeesiorate' 2 bottles French Champagn
e
Mix them all, plant a large
chunk of ice in the punch bowl,
and live it up.
Serves 15.









4 bottles French champagne
2 quarts club soda
Please be gently with the stir-
ring, lest you bruise the bub-
bles. Surround the punch bowl
up to the edge with cracked ice
then pour in the punch. Don't
put ice in the punch or you'll
weaken the potion and spoil




Here taking a little time to
blow your mind, is Trezette
Tate to tell the news and
grooves around Hamilton High
cool school.
On Jan. 27, an assembly
was held in our auditorium pre-
sented by the Glee Club, under
the supervision of Mrs.
L. Hedgeman.
It was the very fine Opera
workshop from Tougaloo' Col-
lege near Jackson, Mississippi.
Excerpts were presented from
the Broadway play "Fantas-
tic." Accompanying three of
their students was a 1960 grad-
uate from Hamilton, Robert
Honeysucker, who serves as
Ernest Holmes a baritone from
one of their instructors and
the Metropolitan Opera. He has
sang the "Star Spangle Ban-
ner" on television for an NFL
football game, and sang two
special numbers for us from
"Exodus", and "You'll Never
Walk Alone".
Also on the 27th we traveled
with the basketball team to
'Overton High School, where
lwe defeated them 57-49 High-
shooters and their points are:
;Ellis Aldridge 22, Marcellus
'Tisdale 6, Henry Flowers 7,
Robert Newman 9, Wade Grif-
fin, Clint Jackson 11, and Eddie
Bailey 2.
Some people cheering on the
scene were Cherrie Anderson,
Ethel Jones, Vete Bridges,
Derriah Cole, Millie Goosby,
Jackie Reed, Debra Henry,
Skippy Gardner, Micheal Ford,
Reginald Brown, Abraham Dot-
son, Raymond "Birdlegs" Mar-
shall, and Ray Rodgers.
Cruising around (like on the,
2nd floor) you'll see everyday
people on the scene such as:
Nadolyn Hall, Melvin Shipp,
David West, Samuel "Skippy"
Gardner, Alfred Butler, Wil-
liam Shar p, Phyllis C a r r,
Patricia Talbert, Ray Petti-
grew, Sheryl Jones, Diane
Hicks, Vivian Thompson, Linda
Smith, Charles Lewis, Sharon
Steinberg, Paula Grace, Larry
Stevenson, Linda Pittman, Bar-
bara Moore, Ronald Hill, Eric
Horton, Debra Henry, Denise
Lewis, S y lvia Washington,
Janice Hill, Connie Johnson,
Albernese Rodgers, Robert
A family trapped
in an untamed wilderness










When you get right down to
it, money is the great equalizer.
And what makes the difference
in earning power is education.
At R. J. Reynolds, we see edu-
cation as one of the solutions
to the problems of Black Ameri-
cans. Trouble is, most Black
families can't afford to send
their children to college. And
we look on that as a waste of
this country's most valuable
resource.
That's why we Made a grant
of $390,000 to Winston-Salem
State University. The R. J.
Reynolds grant provides schol-
arships for Black students each
year. It also suppiettio kande to
attract highly qualified faculty
members to Winston-Salem
State University and broaden
the school's curriculum.
During the past decade, R. J.
Reynolds has also supported
The United Negro College Fund
with grants of more than one
quarter of a million dollars.
These educational grants are
just an example of what the
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Com-
pany is doing to aid in the
struggle for equal opportuni-
ties for all Americans. But we
think it's an especially impor-
tant one. Because the next
generation of Black penpb.
armed with a college educ<itiori,
will have thoThreen power"
that only education can give.
People have helped R. J.
Reynolds by buying My-T-Firile
Desserts, Chun King Oriental
Foods, Vermont Maid Syrups,
College Inn Chicken and To-
mato Products, Davis Baking
Powder, Winston, Salem,
Camel and Dorsi cigarettes and
our many other fine products.
We're just returning the favor.
R J Reynolds Tobacco Company
S. ewe. 14•11.1. • Fond hodkrets • Vappoi
WNW* GairOadiekiiiipal/fOONWOOMONS
Pierce, Agnes Blackmon. Tate, Leatrice Burgess, Bar.
Gail Siggers, Molison "Skeet"hara Johnson, Nell Imam
Robinson, Larry Walton, Tony Vivian Myers, Jackie Parker,
James Little, Opheha Booth,
Marcie , Rambo and Van Good-
man.
There's nothing quite so
smooth as Seagram's V.0.—
The Smooth Canadian.
tek4DA'S
CANADIAN WHISKY—A BLEND Of SELECIED WHISKIES. Six YEARS OLD. 80.8 PROOF, SEAGRAM DISTILLERS 
COMPANY.
REAM HATS
REMEMBER EASTER IS EARLY!.
Come to see our new Spring hats. The Very Latest Styles & Colors.
TAPERED STRETCH WIGS
100% Modoevylic light stretch shorty wig.
This wig can be styled in many different
styles and can be a ley to you for a leng
time if taken care of as explained on di-
rections. It cam be rolled up into a ball.
put In your pocket, purse, or suitcase, tok-
en out end brushed & worn beautifully in
minutes. Th• setting will lost much longer




A Special Group Of Pre-Curled Stretch Wigs.








Cesuals and Dressy Styles








BE SURE TO REGISTER
For Fre. Vacation a Day Courtesy of THE DOWN-
TOWNER CORP. and Carl Carson Car & Truck Rent-
als. Also Grand Price, Vacation to Mexico City tour.
tipsy of American Airlines.
Prices & Good Thrus Monday
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Sports Horizon
MSU STOPS SKID
Two years ago this month
Memphis State beat Wichita
State in a basketball game. The
T i te r s suffered through 27
games in Missouri Valley com-
petition before winning again'
in the Valley: The drought!
came to an end when *gain the
Wheatshockers were victimized'
when Memphis State upended,
Witehita 85-81 last Thursday'
night in the Mid-South C o 1 i-
seum. It was a long time com-
ing for Moe lba and his frus-
trated Tigers.
The victory, coming on the
heels of a non-conference thrill-
er earlier in the week over
Loyola at New Orleans, was
MSU's first in the MVC this
reason against six setbacks.
The Tigers were sparkling as
they bested Witchita on t h e
boards and shooting from the
field as well as the charity line.
MSU shot 46 percent from the
floor with Don Holcomb 21,
Jesse Buckmon 14, James
Douglass 14, Jeff Frost 20, and
Joe Proctor 12 all hitting in
double figures. The Tigers also
cashed in on 27 of 35 foul
shots. Little Greg Carney, Wit-
chita's sparkplug and top scor-
er in conference statistics, led
all basket homers with 29. Cap-
tain Carney, from Chicago and
standing only 5-9 tied in vain to
keep the skids under the Tigers
and now share the MVC cellar
with MSU with a 1-6 league
mark.
DRAKE SPOILS CHEERS
Memphis State had only one
day tu celebrate its first MVC
win of the season with league
leading Drake of Des Moines,
.Iowa scheduled to be the op-
ponents of the Tigers on the
Coliseum hardwood two nights
later. The Bulldogs made MSU
their ninth straight MVC e a s-
ualty with a nerve tingling 82-
76 victory last Saturday night
6,432 active rooters. (Many
fans considered the game offi-
cials the villains so a police es-
cort was needed to get the
men in stripes to thei.• dressing
room under a hail of paper
cups.)
Thu game was close much ol
the way with a pair of technical
fouls called against MSU giving
Drake the momentum to over-
take the hosts. MSU had taken
the lead, 48-45 with about six
minutes having elapsed in the
second half play. Drake picked
up four quick points Gary Zell-
er bounced off one of the of-
ficials- and passed to teammate
Al Williams for what turned
out to be a four point play. Wil-
liams was fouled while making
the layup. Williams' missed
charity toss was .tapped in by
alert Bobby Jones. Later Buck-
mon and Zeller got into a shov-
ing match with the score 69-61.
It seems the MSU was detected
ler his part and Zeller got off.
Coach lba couldn't understand
this one sidedness so his protest
drew a technical foul and
Drake took advantage of the
situation to coast in for its 15th
win overall against four losses.
The Bulldogs have five MVC
contests left with a good
chance of repeating as league
champs but don't bet the Bull-
dogs go undefeated. Drake was
third in the NCAA tourney last
March.
SPORTS BRIEFS
It has been rough going for
LeMoyne in the VSAC lately.
The L-0 hoopsters took it on
the chin last week from UT
Martin and dropped a 47-45
heartbreaker to CBC. The Maie
dans had defeated both teams
in Bruce Hall by 10 and bstter
In the first half of the season
Against CBC LeMoyne made
numerous errors and the usual-
ly reliable Jerry Dovar was off
his game. L-0 showed a sticky
defense against the Bucs. Coach
Jerry Johnson hops that his
usually high scoring cagers can
get back on the beam for home
•
DEFENDER
St. Louis Housing Union
Expands Relations Post
• The St. Louis Civic Alliance former public affairs director ed duties
for Housing announced it hasof the St. Louis Housing
hired Kenneth D. Brantley,Authority, to perform expand-
BLACK BEAUTY poses beside the white stallion
guarding the gate to N.assau's quaint race track. Hobby
Horse Hall. The horse measures 11 hands. Black Beauty—
Bahamian lovely Kayla Burrows—measures 38-26 38.
It! The race track, incidentally, underwent a
Which is a winning form, no matter how one looks at
$200,000 spruce-up job before opening for the season a few
days ago.
dates this week with Belmont
and Union, both VSAC contests
on Tuesday and Thursday.
T h e Southwestern Athletic
Conference leader Jackson
State :s given a good chance to
dethrone Alcorn as league
champ. In the hig's scoring
games of the SWAC it usually
for the Alliance.
Harold J. Gibbons, Alliance
president, said "Brantley has
been employed by the Alliance
not only because of his past
experience in public housing
but because one of our most
crucial jobs is to establish
full and direct communications
between the residents of public ,
housing and the Alliance. We,
beleive his abilities in the
communications field and the'
obvious confidence of the resi-
dents in Brantley are of great
importance to the Alliance in
this vital area.
"The fact that the reinstate-
ment of Brantley to tiis former
job- was one of the primary
demands of the rent strikers
is evidence of this fact.
"The fact that he is being
hired by the Alliance rather
than directly reinstated by the
Authority is due to the needs
of the Alliance to accomplish
the ob before us," according
to Gibbons.
The action taken by the
Alliance was supported by the
Board of Commissioners of'
the Housing Authority, follow-
ing a review of files and re-
ports of the Authority and in-
vestigations by the St. Louis
i Council on Human Relations,
Gibbons said.
tares 90 points or iPtte.• to win.,
Last Saturday night iesults
showed Grambling a 95 77 win-
ner cver L.C. Gordon-: Texas
Southern team, Arkansas a 98-
83 winner over Southern and Al
corn a 97-79 victor over Praitie
NP
////, Own a Cadillac?
Of Course
You can! • •
And you can took
for performance and economy
in these previously driven Cadillexce
'61 Calais Hardtop '68 Calais Coupe '69 El Dorado
PRICES START AT $4995
Cadillac Calais Coupe. Cascade Green with green interior. Fully
ecluiPP•d•
Cadillac Calais Coupe. Turquoise with a white top and white vinyl
Interior. Fully equipped.
Cadillac Sedan de Ville. Cascade green with green interior. Fully
•quiPP•d•
Cadillac Fleetwood. Alpine white with a blue top and matching
interior.
Cadillac Fleetwood. Cascade green with beautiful gold-interior.
PRICES START AT $3995
Cadillac Coupe de Ville. Matador sad with a white to and gen-.
uine white leather Interior.
Cadillac Convertible. Tahoe blue with a white top and genuine
white leather Interior.
Cadillac Coupe de Ville. Alpine white with a block top and gen-. vino black leather interior.
Cadillac Sedan de Ville. Saddle brown with a beige top and
matching beige interior.
Cadillac Sedan de. Ville. Tahitian blue with a dark blue padded
top and matching blue Interior.
Cadillac Sedan de Ville. Alpine white with a black padded ti?*
and black Interior.
Cadillac Sedan de VIII*. Gold with a block top and black Interior.
Cadillac Sedan de Ville. Turquoise With black interior.
Cadillac Sedan de Ville. Matador Red with a white top and block
Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham. Turquoise with a white too and
genuine white leather interior.
PRICES START AT $3295
Cadillac Coupe de Ville. Turquoise with a Shiite top end matching
turquoise cloth Interior.
Cadillac Sedan de Ville. Samoan fire mist with a black padded
top and matching black leather interior.
Cadillac Sedan de Ville. Raven black with a white top and gen-
uine red leathw interior.
Cadillac Sedan de Ville. Raven black with a black padded top
and genuine red leather Interior.
ALL LINED UP AND READY TO DELIVER
1966 Cadillac Sedan de Ville.Tahoe blue with matching blue interiot  $23951966 Cadillac. 1 Opotiiticze ton blue
d and matching blue Interior  $2395
1965 'Ilse Sedan ...• Ville. Saddle blowntalth a beige top and genuine Woe leather interior  *'1995
1965 Calais Sedan.Aqua btu* with matching interior .  $1695
1965 Raven block Liatesastaes.   . sr - 4111•Selr• $2995
  MADISON CADILLAC
341 Union Op.. Evenings ..HIS P.M. 3244933
27-MONTH FACTORY-APPROVED WAISMITY
Brantley's reinstatement had
also been given top priority
by the Tenant Affairs Board,
formed under the rent strike
settlement.
"This recommendation was
helpful to the Alliance but the
fact is that Brantley is being
hired by the Alliance because
there is a vitally important job
he can do for us in the area of Bottled in Scotland. Blended Scotch Whisky
tenant support and coopera-
tion," Gibbons said.
The luck of the Scotch.
Johnnie Walker Red
So smooth-world's best selling Scotch




HAUL YOUR OWN AND SAVE
NO FREE DELIVERY AT THESE PRICES!!!































































Big Mill Yellow Pine
$8750 per M
Limif 10 M
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Siana Wives Prepare
Fcif March Conclave
Sign= Shadows, wives of the fraternity to be held
Instspr,21 Tau Iota Sigma Memphis March 27-29.
Cha Phi Beta Sigma i
Frater= met recently at the Members in attendance s.,ero
home gr3tr. and Mrs. Tevester IMrs. John Outlaw, Mrs. Joseph
Merrivessaliaer, 176 Golf Club Wilkerson, Mrs. Samuel Brown.
Circk. Mrs. S. M. Peace, Mrs. S. M.
Wyatt, Mrs. I S. Bodden, Mrs
On tgiragenda was the dis- Sherman Robinson, Mrs. Argel
cussion-tend planning of enter- Oatis, Sr., Mrs. Odd l Harris,
tainnie=for Visiting Sigma I Mrs. Clarence Cleaves, Mrs.
Shadoseattending the South- ! Bill Weathers, Mrs. Lovelle
westert2egional Conclave of Marzette, Mrs. Melvin Robin-









Tau Iota Sigma Chapter of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity ssill
be Host to the conclave which
t Thursday Sheraton - Peabody Hotel.
will have its headquarter at the
Samuel M. Peace is president '
The =seas Wives Club will of the local chapter. The con-
meet at 7:30 P. M. in the Red cave will convene March 27-29.
Cross Building 1400 Central Mrs. John Outlaw is presi-
Avenue on Thursday February dent of the local organization of5,. Sigma Shadows and Mrs. Joseph
The club meets the first and Wilkerson, Secretary. "Brown baby, you growbird Thursday of each month The next meeting of the or- up I want you to drink from theind all wives whose husbands ganization will be Sunday plenty cup. I want you to standare overseas in the service are
invited to attend. For more February 15 at the home of 
'up tall and proud and I want
you to speak up clear and
information please contact the; the president, 1477 So. Park- loud." Black Folk Song.





Let's Make a Deal
-with host Monty Hall
now Saturday nights
6:30
eloininve a% e. - mall
foshoon spec;oillTb
C S S
in sires 18 to 60 ood 161/2 to 32V2
OMMUNITY BARGAIN DAYS
-DRESSES
sizes, 18 to 52 and 110j:2 to 3.21
orig. orig. orig.













•Mbn, register daily for FREE
vocation awards
•
A.:TOUT SHOPPENroWN • • Gil 20. IMAM • 327-6436
M91014 AUL • 1992 UNION • 
274-2063





The past fortnight h a s ex-
pressed the tantamount of real-
ities in our community that is
really life itself • . the vortex
of emotions that have engulfed
us all as in the old television
program . . Me. death, infini-
ty. As commandant of the social
page of your Tri-State Defender
we are privileged to find ourself
involved with so many wonder-
ful people who are striving each
in his own way to make. our
town the great city that it can
and ought to be.
We were as were so many
others saddened by the death
of Katie (Mrs. McKinley Sex-
ton, Vice-President of Memphis
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference who aligned herself
with and gave of her time, t a 1-,
ent and energies to countless
worthwhile organizations in our
city. As with many born lead-
ers she oft times gave organi-
zations the spark they need-
ed and moved on to harder
tasks. The fond memories of de-
dication to human rights, her
humor and deep understanding
of people will linger in our, city
a long long time and the fruits
of her labors will benefit the
young yet to come. Mrs. Sexton
received the highest number of
votes in the Greyhound Corp.
der "Woman of the Year" con-
test which was cancelled due'
to the climate of our city last
year.










LIMA LEE LAWS i
voice of the venerable gentle-
man Harry Ratcliffe, retired
postal employee and father ofl
Robert M. Ratcliffe, Public Re-
lations Director of LeMoyse-
Owen College. A long time
Memphian, Mr. Ratcliffe d e -
voted much of his retirement to
gardening and brigthening the
lives of those he encountered
with his cheery smile and phi-
loslphy.
And Mrs. Georgia Bnmpus,
long aQsociated with the PTA
has left a void that will indeed
be hard to fill. One of the out-
standing women of our city, she
wa,; once proclaimed Mother
of the Year" by Delta Sigma
Theta Sorarity and is survived
by her husband and children.
Still more sadness . . .Ben
Cauley passed off the scene. He
was the father of Ben Caidey,
Jr., the member of the Bar
Kays who miraculously escap-t
ed death in the plane crash that
claimed the lives of several of;
the members of the young group
along with Otis Redding.
And the weekend past
dealt with the "Young Gifted
and Black as is epitomized by
Al Bell Executive Vice-Presi-
dent of Stax-Volt Recording
Company who was honored at
a dinner Saturday night in
the Albert Pick Motel. The af-
fair provided those who attend-
ed a greater depth of under-
standing of the very fantas-
tic Al Bell!!
Many outstanding and famil-
iar faces from out of town were
in the audience as well as seat-
ed at the dias. Pretty Xernona
Clayton of the Xernona Clayton
Show WAGA-TV of Atlanta cast
the wizardy that provided a
rewarding evening as she act-
ed as toastmistress. Her twin
sister, Xenabia . (Mrs. Tony)
Smith was here from Los An-
geles.
The Reverend Jesse Jackson
lifted the audience from a se-
ries of compliments with a start-
ling jolt of reality when he got
"on the case" rolling off the
facts supporting the fact that
we Black people have long been,
'gifted and black' but oppor-
tunity has not been knocking
BUY MORE BONDS




Good investment. Building on property
J. Fred Graves 683-4961
SCHUMACHER REALTY CO. 525-5301
310 S. Front
$35,000
This is a fine commercial site in an improving area,
and has current income.
Teenie Yerger 743-6054
MID-CONT1NENT REALTY CO. 527-1631
FIVE GENERATIONS were represented when Mrs. Katie
Bibbs celebrated her 79th birthday recently at th4 home of
her daughter on Claybrook. Shown on the picture left a)
right are Mrs. Bibbs, the honoree, her daughter Mrs. James
at our door with its rewards!
. . warning that once we get
on town we must be vigilant
and constantly on guard
against racism.
Tis a shame that the youth
of our community were depriv-
ed of the opportunity of hearing
cester Room of the Rivermont.
The demure and pretty young
Mrs. Bell wore colorful hostess
pants and held animated con-
versations with her guests
which included Chester Higgins
and Phyl Garland from John-
son Publications, among oth-
the message of the "Country ers. Phyl's book, "The Sound of
Preacher." Hopefully the next Soul" is going great!
time the Stax-Volt family brings We were real pleased to tell
someone of his caliber ourl Ann (Mrs. David) Porter how
youth will be included.
Our town's own Ben Branch
here from the Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference's
Chicago based Operation Bread-
basket. Ben's latest album is
called "Country Preacher."
His wife Vivian, also a former
Memphian was here recently
for the funeral of her father,
Robert Tappan. She works at
Our "mother paper", the Chi-
cago Defender.
Besides gaining a deeper ap-
preciation of Al Bell, the audi-
ence learned that Dr. Joseph
Atkins, who appeared on the
program has submitted his re-
signation to the Memphis City
Schools to become effective in
May and afterwards will as-
sume the position of Assistant
Superintendent of the. Louis-
ville City Schools. Congrats to
him!
And Sunday morning Lydia
and Al Bell feted out of town-
ers from the news media and
recording industry with a
champagne brunch in the Glou-
proud we are of her husband
who has just waxed an album,
1,Gritty, Groovy and Getting It".
'David is as you know a mem-
ber of the Isaac 'Hayes - David
'Porter writing team of Sias.
as has managed to keep that
"for real" smile and genuine
"real people" attitude.
Chatted with Chris a n d
Thelma Turner about some of
the changes at WDIA . . .Roy
West from New York City is
the new black News Director.
More Visitors . .and there
was an influx of visitors in
our town and a whirlwind week-
end when the American Asso-
ciation Minority
held their convention at the
Rivermont. D. Parke Gibson,
president of the group has
taken a jaunt to Europe since
their meet here. He's from
New York City.
Their convention in addition
to their meetings included cock-
tail parties, breakfast, lunch-
eon, and dinners all within
the environs of the Rivermont.
1.ATEST U.S. G
FIGURES SHOW,.











Prudent, her gandson, James Prudent, Jr., her great grand-
daughter, Mrs. Tyrone Smith, of Nashville and her
great-great granddaughter, Nicole Prudence Smit h. (Mc-
Christen Photo)
Maurice Sampson, of Philly!land who was formerly with
was the one who sparked their the Detroit Lions is now as-
meeting with his response to' sociated with his father in law.
black folks being absorbed into in the Atlanta Life Insurance
large corporations and not real-Co.
ly sharing "the bread" but pro- Chris Roulhac is here from
viding the much needed "im- Philly. He's Assistant Dean of
age". Took a lot of courage forAdmissions at Cheyney State
College, in Cheyney, Penn.
He's visiting his mom, Mrs.
C. M. Rotdhac and his sister
and
'P
in law, Alma and
the convention.
And Soul Brands, Incorporat-
Nell will Join him in New
Orleans where they'll spend a
ed invited folks to come down week at the Mardi Gras and
and see their operation at:
Johnny Arnold was  to
the young man to tell it like it
is'. Here tell it was a long time
sinking it on some of his
cohorts.
b hostt
their son Mike is a Senior andThey now operate the Harlem on to Fayette, North Carolina
Houses and Harold Whalum is --
Chairman of the Board of Di. before going home.
rectors. Harold and Tillie were Velma Lois Jones, Regional
off over the week-end to Nash. Director of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority soared off to ville where he spoke at a din- 
for the week-end.
Knox-
net for the agents of the Union
Protective Life Insurance Corn' The Bill Van Herskes were
panv of which he is President. hostess for a reception for the
Wedding Notes . . . Betty and , Heart Fund at their home on
Dr. Alphonso Ferdinand Sa-lWalnut Grove Road last week.
vele, Jr., have announced the
marriage of their beateous
and brillant daughter Julie Ele-
na to Paul Byron Jones. They
were married on the eighteenth
of January in the Presbyterian
Chapel of Yale University and
are now at home in New Ha-
ven. Julie is one of our Honor-
ary Co-Ettes.
Sir Stork . . made his first
visit to Agretta and Phillip Sad-
ler in Wilmington, Delaware
and left them a precious femi-





are the proud maternal grand-
parents. Corrine went up for
the baby's arrival. Paternal
grandparents are Pearl and Mrs. Grace Tardy, the presi-
Phil Sadler of Wilmington. dent, was in charge of the busi-
And Mae (Mrs. Edwin) San-
ders winged it off Friday 
ness session, and a report made
to
Connecticut where she and 
the City Federation. Mrs.
"Skeets" will await the arrival
of their first born. She had
been visiting her parents. Or-
pbelia and Dr. Jimmy Byes.
Skeets is Co-Director of the Afro-
Americas Institute at Wesleyan.
Potpurri . . Whittler A. Selig-
stacke, Jr., was home over the
week-end recently from Chi-
cago where he's attending the
University of Chicago.
Country Harris feted his
better half, Dot with a birthday
party in his inimitable style at
.his Peyton Place. The key word
was happiness with music, de-
licious foods, inviting drinks
and scads of good friends.
And when Melvin Malunda re-
turned from his winter trek to
Atlanta he tossed a champagne
sip for ladies only at his popu-
lar Malunda's Restaurant.'
Call Maria and Dr. Charles
Masten sun worshippers. They
took a winter respite in Jamai-
ca.
Nedra and James Smith
and many of their friends are
still very pleasantly recalling
the visit of their cousins, Bea•
trice and Roscoe Gilliette from
'San Francisco. You see,
they brought Nedra and Smit-
ty some of their favorite food
. . . fresh crab which Nedra
who hails from cajun country
knows exactly how to cook.
Yum, yum, casseroles, stuffed
shrimp and other delectable et,
c et enrda sA
Gilds a n d Cleveland
Robinson were here recently
from Detroit visiting her fath-
er, it. George W. Lee. (Jere-
from there they'll drive to Al-
their Main Street Commissary,I,.ny State College where he
while partaking of good food ""




The Hawtha Art and Social
, Club held its January meeting
at the Lelia Walker Clubhouse,
and then members dined at a
midtown restaurant with Mrs.
M. J. Owens, Mrs. Lettie Poston
and. Mrs. Lillian Soott as co-
hostesses.
Ernestine Martin, the art chair-
man, also made a report.
Other members present were
Mrs. Doris Badden, Mrs. Lillie
Kirklon, Mrs. Willa Brisco,
Mrs. Flora Cochrane, Mrs. Win-
nie Hill, Mrs. Thelma Hooks,
Mrs. Emrri Johnson, Mrs. Lu-
cille Wilson, Mrs. Cordell&
Mims, Miss Maggie Newson and




WHO NEEDS A HATT
Everybody does. even the
Simplest dresser, if she hopes'
to move just a little into 'a
wider world, needs at least 20

























































WINTER WORKSHOP - Members of the
National Newspaper Publishers Associa-
tion, who held their Winter Workshop in
Las Vegas, Nev., Jan. 19-23, were guests of
F. W. Woolworth at a cocktail party. Seen
here, from left, are Dr. Charles West, edi-
Douglass'
To Arms!"
for-publisher of the Las Vegas Voice, t h e
stale's wily black newspaper; Gene Echols,
mayor of North Las Vegas: Aubrey Lewis,
Woolworth executive office personnel repre-





10th U.S. Cavalry Retold
s . e. aversity research has turned dards established by whi:e s tfl• high standards fixed for the
back pages of history, to the soldiers nor that they would 
headquarters and 
rendezvous' Lieutenan. Colonel Walcutt'sfor the Tenth Cavalr . Ca-year 1862. At that critical time,' carry the flag of the United: resignation from the Tenth 
the Union was still battling up-, States as proudly. Additionally. The Commanding Generals, valry was later accepted on De-
hill. ag..inst a determined l Senator Saulsbury felt that th,2 of the Departments of the Mis- l cember 1.• 1866 without him
Southland. Noting that blacks army bill should be one desien- s3uri, Arkans ,s and Platte ever being present for duty.
could not claim the blessing et ed to restore kind feelings be- were further directed to: The other entry listed was
full liberty, unless they joined tween the North and the South. Detail one or more officers that 1,092 recruits were re-
the struggle, Frederick Doug- and that the enlistment of Ne- of the Regular Armv, who quired to fill the regiment's
lass' famed w)rcls: 'Mn ef groes into the army would fur- would proceed to canvass the existing vacancies.
:; . .Color, to Arms!" arose. There ther aggravate an already regiment's colored iroop .
were postwar problems, how- bad situation, serving in their respective dP- 
One unique feature insthe
pattments and enlist men . . . recruiting program was that itever, and one of them is -:- After several months of dis- regimental.Offictrs were
ciicsi n, Congress approved a , sent out to coduct their .o.wa
for five years . . .The men socalled in this first of two arti-
cles.) enlisted would be d ischarged
from their present obligations recruiting. instead. of waitingbill on July 28. 1866 authoriz-.By CHARLES JOHNSON, JR. ling an increase in the military 1 and grouped into companies. 
infantry 
recruits to arrive. Once the
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. --- forces, including the authori- regiments had been,Each of the newly formedCould the Negro adapt to life zation for the establishment on: screened in the aforemen-
in. the Uninted States Cavalry the Tenth United States Calvary 
companies were authorized six- tinned departments, a careful
and prove to be an asset to the Regiment. The Tenth was or-
ty-four privates. with the best recruiting program was con-,
;military forces? This was a ganized like the white regi.,
forming the nucleus of the non-
commissioned officer. 
ducted   
Missouri
 i n and    Louisiana,pe n nsyl Kentucky,:vania „
question that only congress ments with only a few excep-
could answer. The Civil War tions. The exception being the The orders issued by Lieu-i
tenant General Sherman were 
The regimental return for Dc
had just ended and the majori- authorization of an additionali ral Winfield Scott Hancock 
cember, 1866 revealed two field
te 
,
ty ,of the white soldiers were ve rinary surgeon instead of 
. grade officers, one company,
looking forward to returning the usual one, the grade of' 
subsequently superseded byAr , grade officer and sixty-four un-General Order Number assisgned recruits present for.home. There was still a re- company commissary sergeant 
my 
92. United States War Depart-
I ment, dated November 21'I incomplete 
to have a military of cavalry was abolished. duty. Its regimental staff was:
force on the western frontier , ' and not a single 1The Tenth Cavalry had II, 1866 which officially designat- company had been organized.for the protection of sellers chaplain assigned to the regi--ed the establishment • of the,and r a i I r o J d construction mental staff. He was resp3n- Tenth Cavalry effective Sep- Recruiting continued to be .crews. sible for teaching the men the, tember 21. 1866. The orders also a problem and the progressWhere could men be recuit- rudiments of education so that included the names of Colonel was very slow. The main caus-ed ssto fill the existing vacah- they would be able to read the Benjamin H. Grierson, Lieu- es for the delay were the lackcies? Who would volunteer to necessalry regimental orders I tenant Colonel Charles C. Wal- of clerical assistance at the:help bring law and order t3 the pertaining ta t h e regiment. cutt and Captain James W. recruiting stations and thefrontier, while at the same Chaplain received an extra one For‘ith, the only officers who recruits by Colonel Griersontime. deter the Indians from hundred dollars a month for
raiding towns and killing peo- this additional duty. Chaplains.
pie along the frontier? The an- prior to the establishment
swers to Congress' problems of the Tenth Cavalry were se-
seemed to be in the Nation's lected from a roster at large
newest recognized citizen, the and sent to a designated post,
Negro. camp or station as the Post
On January 10. 1866. Sena-, Chaplain.
tor Wilson of Massachusetts in- All of the officers appointed
troduced a bill which provided to fill the cadre of the Tenth
for an increase in the military! Cavalry were white. They were
forces. The Military Commit- selected, after a careful re-
tee, recognizing the potential view o ftheir records. For con-
of- the Negro as a soldier, silderation, Lieutenants had to
amended the bill .0 include have served at least t w o
several regiments of Negroes years in active field service
which would be commended by with a distinguished military
white officers, who had serv- record. Vacancies for t h e
ed at least two years during grades of Captain and above
the war and h3d served with were filled by officers from far-
the volunteer Negro troops. mer volunteer cavalry units
The officers also had to have , and regular army cavalry units I
distinguished field military whose records were similarly
records. distinguished. One third of the
The employment of Negroes officers selected were member;
as soldiers had been recom-.0s the regular army.
mended to President Andrew Qualifying officers of all
Johnson by Lieutenant Gene-, grades were then required
ral Ulysses S. Grant. He had to appear before an examining
requested that twenty thousand board, consisting of cavalry of-
Negro troops be enlisted if it ficers selected from the Reg.
were deemed necessary, but War Army, before being ap-'
not on a permanent basis be.. pointed. As directed by the
cause he felt that the standing Secretary of War, three exam-
peace time army should coa t ing boards convened with one
sist of the smallest possible in Chicago, one in New York.,
'lumbers and the highest possi- and one in Washington. D.C.
12)e efficiency. Even though he The latter board was concern-
• believed Negro.es could be re-ed with appointing personnel :n
iruited easiest than whites, he the cavalry .while the other
lielieved their enlistment should two directed their attention
te restricted to infantry, to infantry appointments. ,
. Senator McDougal of Califor- Even though the examina-,
d)a had recommended that Ne- lions were modified so that only I
cro regiments he exciuded from a fair knowledge of arithmetic.i
ibe Army bill altogether on reading and writing was re-,
parch 14, 1866, but the hill was quired, the results of this un-,
trynended to include two reg precedented screening was 1
isnents of cavalry. Still it that the Tenth Cavalry began it
fas insisted by some that Ne• existence with an outstanding
gers should not be a part of group of officers. However,
title regular army because it only time proved the results of
Illi felt that the job could be the screening. The difference
rrformed better by white men between failure and success
Qtat they were not wanted in, hinged on the fact that the
the north or in the ,ou h, and men of the Tenth Cavalry were
OM they would prove a con- interested and dedicated.
Isnual source of irritation, corn In compliance with the bill
saint and disquietude. enacted by Congress. the ini-
•• Approximately thre0 weeks tial steps to create the Tenth
;ef)re the passing of the army Cavalry were taken by tient-
SUL doubters, like Senator enant General W ill i a m T.
Vulsbury of Delawar-, t e It Sherman. Commanding Gene-
that since thousands of whis ral. Division of the Mississippi..
fix-soldiers were unemployed in General Order Number 6.
Op would re enlist, thereby , dated August 9. 1866. It stated
negating any necessity to en, that commanders of military




in rum. volt *ALS
Maples la loammadate OCUIMIUN. cen-
i tral ileot and Mr. 2 bedrooms sleds
side. nu Appraised. no and 1133
Forres(. Further latormattee sail after
3 P.m. 533-1211/1. Small Pawn Payment.
'ern Gets BA
NEW YORK - (UPI) -
Marcel Cerdan Jr. has been i
offered one of the biggest purses
for a non-title welterweight
bout in history to meet unbeat-
en Donato Nduano in Madison
Square Garden.
"He wants $40,000, and were
willing to take at that figure,"
said Garden matchmaker Ted-
dy Brenner "lf he's also on a
percentage, his purse would
surpass the guarantee aqyway."
Brenner said the bout would
be telecast on closed circuit in
several Canadian cities.
Paduano has 18 consecutive
victories, and Cerdan, the son
of the middleweight champion
who was killed in a plane crash,
also is unbeaten.
had accepted appointments in
the new regiment.
Colonel Benjamin H. Griei
son was appointed Regiment:
Commander for the Tentii
Cavalry and when he arrived
' at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas,
he found that the unit existed,
only on paper. His initial regi-'
mand having Negro t roops mental return for the month of
would "proceed at once to en- September 1866, revealed one
..tist men for two regiments of
Tolored regulars . . o n e of
cavalry to be entitled the
Tenth Regiment, United States
• Cavalry. Fort Leavenworth.FAYETTEVILLE S.ate Uni•INegroes would equal the sten - •
officer, Colonel Grierson, pres-
ent for duty and one officer,
Lieutenant Colonel Charles C.
Walcutt absent on recruiting
duty by order of Major Gene-
pJ
If You
- Have an operation
- Bite a dog
- Get married




- Recover from illness
- Inherit a fortune
- Lose your shirt
-- Have a party
- Attend a Convention
- Are in a wreck
- Take a trip
- Are honored





Used Cars From the
Get More Dealer!
.0,. 1925211:1948AVE.*
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1 - I. 4- oz.
5
Apple, Peach, Custard, Cherry,
Coconut Custard,




























CAKE MIXES,.ib. 2A. lol if I apvkogrs Ea
HALVES or SLICES AVONDALE
PEACHES 1 -lb. 130z. can 25








fresh or frozen milk
products and in add-
ition to any other pur-
chase requirements.


















6- oz. or 10- oz.
PEPSI, 7-UPS or
COKES
3 6-btl. ctns. $1
pluc dep „Throwaway
bottles excluded,
with this coupon and
$5.00 additional our-













with 2 pkgs Kroger
Butter-Sauce Vegetables
with 2 pkgs. Kroger Hoop 1:1
or Mild Daisy Cheese
with 2 pkgs. Country Oven
50 Choc. Covered Cookies 
with a 12-11a. Vac-Pac Kroger
100  coffee or 10-oz. Instant Spotlight
a, with a pint Kroger French, rzall
su Italian or 1000 Island Dressin!W













with 2-lbs. or more Ground
Chuck or Ground Round
[1:1
C-3
with 2 pkgs Breakfast or
Center-Cut Pork Chops DI
with 2 pkgs. Fryer Breasts
or Legs  ff
with 1/-ital. Lo-Cal Drink
with 5-lbs. or more Potatoes
with 2 heads Lettuce
with 3-lbs, or more Onions













JIE WILL SAVE YOU
=51E4 MONEY ON A
:iftiEW OR USED CAR
Ad,*
So
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
7'141Ir• is one of the outstondin g outomobile salesmen
th e Memphis area. Naturally, he's ot Union Chev-
:"Vet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstand-
...wag selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
•.+44iss can be of great help in assisting and advisin g
L:yriu on financing. See Tommy Grant.. . Make a No. 1
navy on America's No. I Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
2290 OMAR
37": 36/1
rence, President of . Teunesset
State University is one of a
.ix-man screening committee of
professional educators appoint-
ed by the Metropolitan Board
of Education to find a Director
of Schools.
Thne }bard of Educ ition has
vacancy caused by the death.
Jan.. 2 of Dr. John Harris, Di-,
rector of Schools of Metropoli-
tan Nashville an Davidsosk
County since September. 1964..
He came to Nashs tile from
•Des Moines, Iowa.
The Board of Editcaiion aht
announced that the new direc-
tor should be selected as soon
"HOMEWORKERS
WANTED"
Ens elope addressers: send self-
addressed; stamped envelope
OVERSEAS JOBS: High Pay!
List of companies hiring S1.08





1SU Prexy Will Help Select School Chief
NASHVILLE — Dr. A. P. Tot as pognibiq not lat-!r, than fessor at Educational Arnini- the National Education Asso-
July L-1110; e"'• stration, University of Texas, elation Board of Directors; and
Dr. Torrence, a graduate of
Tennessee State, came to its
presidency in Navembeer, 194.
I ront-..-the ogsiltim ii.- ealf of
Academic Affairs at Tuskegee
Institute: Previously, he had
been a teacher in Almyna ol
his native state Arkanslts, '
Other membdrs .iif,the com-
mittee are: Dr. horns Moore.
A
'
cademic Vice President of
ieabod • Co.leg e, Nashville.
chairman; ' Dr. Calvin_ E.
"Cross, Dean of the College edu-
cation. University of Missouri-
Kanvab ••. former New
York City Schools Superinten-








CIVIL ENGINEERS PUBLIC WORKS
$815 & UP
BLACK and WHITE together- we're building
the CITY OF SEATTLE. Professional ads alive-
went; Diversified Assignments; Tuition reim-
bursement; Management Trainee Program, If
you have a CE Degree or any engineering degree
and 2 year's experience in CF..or an Eli and 2
year's experience in CE and if you are black,
you can help. Let's talk it over: Telephone or
write BILL DOLAN, Area Code 206-583-
2724t Seattle Engineering Department, 600
4th Avenue, Seattle Washington 98104
Onelfear Service-No Extra Chart
Including Parts, Labor and Service Call
Within 25 miles radius of Memphis city limits.
Afrisonit
On All •s•-ior-- Color Console TV's





WITH FM/AM/STEREO FM RADIO
A906W • THE IS ELLWOOD
Dist relive Contimporary styled cabinet in gen-
uine oil finished Walnut veneers and select
hardwood solids with Tape input/Output jacks
plus provision for optional













No one knob adjusts certfriw,
cola' l•..1 and brightness
prawn balance senulfenooutly
--and they stey perfectly in
balance as. you adjust the col.
or picture to match charging
light {Ovals in the room.



















lBIG Rgly wrolimmitx 
•:e-Nkj ThiliCHALLENGER • A2001C
hit Slim Lir* Senn
Gracefully siirn portable TV in a light.
werght molded two-lorea color cab. r at
Charcoal color and Off-White color.
Top Carry Handle. Monopole Antenna.
1299'







SIN esesesHop. es my 11Pm iiimber• -1 - • HU PsHor
Nese 311641111.  Nem 743-$3711 P!moad 642.14111
former superintendent of the
Monroe, Ga., school system;
William Lewis, Oak Ridge High
school teacher, one of two rep-
resentatives of Tennessee ein
Dr. E. C. Murrell, Jr., Presi-
dent, Gallaudet College, Wash-
ington, D.C., former Dean of
the College of Education, Uni-
versity of Tennessee
Magicians Will Play
Xavier Here Feb. 10
The Magicians of LeMoyne-
Owen College play their final
home basketball game of the
season Tuesday night, Feb. 10,
when they tackle Xavier Uni-
versity of. New Orleans in-
Bruce Hall. The contest starts
at 8.
The game his been designat-
or+ as Homecoming Night. The
Magicians will crown their
homecoming queen during inter-
III iSSi Jo.
Coach Jerry Johnson w i 1.1
take his .charge to Bethel this
Saturday night, Feb. 7, for a
Volunteer State Athletic Con-
ference battle.' The tall -Bethel








E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
Siti a .bundle!
Lease trucks from
79-64. here Jan. 24.
Four other games remain on
the LeMoyne-Owen schedule.
The Magicians will be at Bel-
mont, Feb. 12, at Miles Feb.
13, at Dillard F e b. 26 a n d at
Xavier Feb. 27,,
In between these four games
they'll participate in the VSAC
12-team tournament at Nash-,
vale, Feb. 18-21.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1970 1
rilloilNallINP•ileOr4041•••44N••••••••
• LEARN TO DRIVE •• •• •
• If You Have Any Trouble Whit se ever •
•







BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
.ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREIT !A 6-530
1111111111H111111111111111111111
DELCO BATTERY Reg. $40 00 EN
NOW S24.00
HIGH THREAD, SLIGHTLY USED =
$10.000 EWIDE OVALS





it o1546 PARKWAY Mn 272-9508
III •
 ThiiminimummumilimaCARL CARSON!
FRED MONTESI All white infertile
ns 3Grade A LargedEoz. 59*
KRAFT apple-grape, apple-strawberry.,
APPLE BASE & apple-blackberry





RONCO REG. 27t 2 limit












Fruit Cocktail 17 oz. 17*
LIBBY'S




MEAL 5 lb. bag 33
ARMOUR "In rich gravy"
TAMALES 151/2 oz. 25*
S.
dcreld
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH-1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WilITEHAYEN,



















Fred Montesi Reg. 691
SLICED BACON lb.














YAMS 29 Oz 250







SAUCE MIX 1 1/20z 9
PILLSBURY 8oz.
BISCUITS 3/25$
tVe::* 4.; F. T „:::. ;
SLICED Fred Montesi reg. 69A lb. 7
BACON
t
Armour Star reg.794 lb. 15t
With coupon and 3.00 oAdirionoi purchaser resc/Jcling •
value of coupe's merchandise I fresh mill prs!ducts
end sobecco olso esl ce,oded in cempli:• ..ith stole
I...). ',toupee ',spires noon Wedneerioy Feb,1 1Anti 'retie purchm net includira in canapen re
etemption ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER REEK 1:
:







31b. pkg.Ar more 570
e* lb.
Short Rib of Beef
choice per lb. 490
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Forgotten American Blacks
Nixon's Union message had the pro-
per rhetoric, the correct syntax and the
impeccable phrasing. But it lacked the
emphasis expected of a major Presiden-
tial discourse on so itnportant an issue
as America's unresolved race question.
The speech probably will go. down
in history as a state document which
had all the gloss required of an official
pronouncement, which, however, failed
to be specific in its commitments to
pressing national questions.
The President devoted four parsi-
monious, vagu e, non-committal' s e n-
tences to the problems of America's un-
happy minorities. He said:
"We must adopt reforms which will
expand the range of opportunities for all
Americans. We can fulfill the American
dream only when each person has a
fair chance to fulfill his own dreams.
This means equal voting rights, equal
employment opportunity and new oppor-
tunities for expanded ownership. In or-
der to be secure in their human rights,
people need access to property rights."
There is no injunction, no impera-
tive pointing to the inescapable respon-
sibility of the federal government and
the white power structure, big business.
big industry to bring the black man fully
into the focus of the American society
lifting him out of the quicksand of po-
verty and despair.
No doubt, Mr. Nixon felt it would
have been a remission of his campaign
promise to the South to single out the
American black man as a victim of ra-
cism that belies the fundamental prag-
matism of applied democracy. This is
an error which imperils not only Mr.
Nixon's political future but that of the
Republican Party as a whole.
Racism In The Army
A military survey ordered by Gen.
William C. Westmoreland points toward
an increase in racial tension in the ar-
my and that black soldiers have lost
faith in the army system.
The study covers army installations
in the United States, Europe. and the
Pacific and was presented last Sep-
tember to the House Armed Services
Committee. The survey says:
"Unless immediate action is taken
to identify problem areas at the squad
and platoon level, increased confronta-
tion& can be expected. However, aggres-
sive command action, firm but impar-
tial discipline, and good leadership can
prevent physical confrontation of racial
groups.**
This alarming situation and relevant
recommendations were called to the at-
tention of the Pentagon and the House
Armed Services Committee four months
srgo. Nothing has been done to remove
the cause of the friction.
Of course Negroes are losing faith
in an army system that allows junior and
non-commissioned officers to call them
"stupid black niggers." The report
rests the burden of the responsibility
for the trouble in the army on racial
conditions at home. It says •
"The army, we find, has a race
problem because our country has a
race problem." Yes, but the army is
supposed to be a disciplined body with
wide jurisdiction over the lives and be-
havior of those who serve under its au-
thority. Civilian life is not subjected to
the regimentation and discipline that
military life requires. The army c a is
and must S01Ve the racial problems
which are dogging its feet.
Justifiable Homicide?
There were those with simple faith
in mankind who had nurtured the hope
that the coroner's jury in the killings of
the two Black Panther leaders would
have cleared the air of any suspicion of
conspiracy by the State's Attorney's po-
lice who conducted the early morning
raid on the Panther's Westside apart-
ment .The doubts have not been resolved.
The jury's verdict of justifiable ho-
micide, after 12 days of testimony by 24
witnesses, leaves an unpleasant fume in
the nostrils of the people in the black
community.
Yet the inquest jury was composed
of men whose intelligence, integrity are
beyond legitimate question. Obviously,
their judgment was laced to the facts
submitted to them. Unfortunately, all
the facts were not presented in the in-
quest. The Black Panther Party mem-
bers did not testify. The jury therefore
did not hear their side of the macabre
story.
Whether their testimony would have
changed the character of the verdict is
a matter of conjecture. On the basis of
the law of probability, it is highly con-
eivable that had the Panthers testified,
the jury's verdict, at least, might net
hate been unanimous.
This leads to the assumption that
the Panthers' refusal to testify at the
inquest was a tragic miscalculation. Be
as it may, the residual impact of the
whole affair does not create a climate
of goodwill for the city's law enforce-
ment agency.
The New White Schools
If the opinion expressed by Robert
H Finch, Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, is founded on fact
and not on mere hope. then the plot by
Mississippi and other Southern states to
negate the desegregation process would
be foiled. Finch said, in an interview
with a group of reporters that there
was a move, which he supports, within
the Administration to end tax exemp-
tions for private schools set up to avoid
desegyegation in public schools.
The Secretary expressed concern
about the private schools that are
springing up in the South to educate
whites who are fleeing public schools
that contain a large percentage of
blacks He added that similar develop-
nents could be expected elsewhere in
the nation under future court-ordered in-
tegration.
The Internal Revenue Service said
in IOW that grants and donations to se-
gregated private schools were tax-ex-
empt, as were those to most other edu-
cation institutions, unless the courts
found such exemptions to be illegal.
There seems to be "quite a push"
in the Nixon Administration for some
alteration of this policy that would dis-
courage the proliferation of white aca-
demies, as they are called. Since the en-
actment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
between 300 and 400 private schools
have been started in the South, many
with dubious credentials and some es-
tablished in barns and warehouses.
Finch said that he would personally
urge the Treasury Department to recon-
sider the present policy. But he added
that no one had yet worked out a new
policy that would be applied by the
Treasury. One possibility would be for
the government to require certain stan-
dards for tax txemption such proper
library and desertion facilities.
I THE BIG PARADE
1 Quarterback Nixon
I In Need Of A New I
Set Of Plays
By LOUIS MARTIN
The big "in" issue among politicians this season
can be summed up in one word, pollution. We got
the news last week direct from the horse's mouth, or,
to be more specific as well as respectful, from the
President himself.
In his State of the Union address,
Mr. Nixon warned us that we were slid-
ing down hill to perdition because of the
• damage we are doing our environment.
The lakes and rivers from which we
drink and the air we breathe have be-
come alarmingly polluted.
With a firm grip on the speaker's
podium. the President vowed to do some-
thing about our deteriorating environ-
ment. Indeed, his sense of urgency was
so great that he advocated spending
hard cash on the problem and doing it forthwith.
However much one must agree with the President,
I submit that he overlooked the most dangerous in-
stance of pollution in our society. I refer to the pol-
lution of the American mind.
All of us perhaps suffer to a degree from some
cerebral contamination. Our ideological atmosphere
is heavy with virulent prejudices and irrational ra-
cism. We cannot escape it.
The President said that we have all the resources
and the skills needed to clean up our disgraceful en-
vironment. When it comes to cleaning up the Ameri-
can mind, however, we are confronted with a horse
of another color.
Since his nomination of, Judge George Harrold
Carswell of Florida to the U. S. Supreme Court and
his theatrical, televised veto of the HEW bill, it is
obvious that the mind of Mr. Nixon is not free of
contamination. From where we sit, the level of pollu-
tion of his mind, which has always been too high
to suit us, is certainly not receding.
At the mature age of 28. buttressed with a law
degree and presumably some understanding of the
U. S. Constitution the Declaration of Independence
and the basic concepts of our democratic society.
Judge Carswell declared:
"I believe that segregation of the races is proper
and the only practical way of life in our states. I
yield to no man in the firm, vigorous belief in the
principles of white supremacy aid I shall always be
so governed."
Today Judge Carswell and his friends wish us to
dismiss this declaration as so much campaign rhe-
toric. It noes without saying that men often change
their views in time and, of course. many politicians
pander to popular prejudices. Nevertheless, we have
been told nothing of Judge Carswell's views or ac-
tions since he was 2S years old to indicate that he
has undergone a metamorphosis.
There are those who are convinced that the Presi-
dent is going to put a member of the confederacy on
the Supreme Court sooner or later and that Judge
Carswell may be less dangerous than others that
Mr. Nixon might choose Perhaps so, but each time
we read the Judge's vow on white supremacy we ask
ourselves is this risk necessary? The answer we get
is No.
The ugly truth is that all the talk about "balance"
on the court and the need for a "strict constructionist"
is a smokescreen for a political ploy. Mr. Nixon and
friends feel they need to throw a bone to the bigots.
The need is based on politics The bigot vote is more
important to the President than the black vote.
The fact that Mr. Nixon got his dander up over
that HEW bill which provided more cash for health,
education and welfare than he prescribed is not sur-
prising. The inflation he rightfully fears, however, is
being fueled by the billions he wants for Anti-Ballistic
Missiles, space, the Vietnam War. super-sonic aircraft
and assorted military gadgets. Now he would have
us believe that the extra dollars voted out for health.
education and welfare are the straw* that will break
the camel's back.
The fact that the President may be supported•
by the majority of the American people in the course
he is taking should disturb every thoughtful citizen.
This indicates the high level of pollution of the Ameri-
can mind.
Rampant racism in our society and the failure
of the federal government to recognize its threat to
our national lift must be a cause for widespread
alarm. The American dream will become a nightmare
if race and human relation* continue to worsen.
Instead of addressing himself to this problem and
the basic inequities which cause it, the President and
his advisers are playing political football. Our nation-
al quarterback ought to come lip with some new
signal* and some new playk. Wt cannot Win Mit way.
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My View
We Fear Most What Never Happens
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Franklin D. Roosevelt said o n c e:
"There is nothing to fear but fear it-
self." This statement is not wholly true,
but.there is a large element of truth in
it. It is strange that after all the years
that black and white have lived together
in this country we cannot desegregate
our schools and our housing. White peo-
ple are afraid, and back
of this fear is the beLef
that they are better than
Negroes. I find these fears
existing whether in t Ii e
North or in the South.
What are these fears
that make a desegregated
school system difficult to
achieve in our large met-
..ropolitan areas? Of course,
a d6egregated school sys-
tem is largely dependent upon a dese-
gregated community. As long as one Ne-
gro can chase a thousand white peop:e
into suburban housing. and two can put
ten thousand to flight, an integrated of
desegregated school system is going to
be mighty difficult to achieve. And
whether North or South, white people
run when Negroes move into a white
community. Many of them fear social
ostracism by other whites if they live
in a community with blacks. and they
are afraid to have their children in
school with blacks.
When it comes to schools whei e
black teachers will teach whites and
where black and white students will be
in the same classes, these fears exist.
White parents are fearful that the quali-
ty of education will be lowered if black
teachers teach white students. Many
411111101•11m
white parents assume that Negro teach-
ers are not as good as white teacJaers
that Negro teachers for the mositart
just naturally better. Even when—t-o I d
are just as well trained, and in many
instances better qualified, the belief still
exists that a white teacher is lettel..
In the sixteen days that I have been
president of the Atlanta Board of Edu-
cation. I have found this idea exists in
the minds of many white parents.
Along with this belief, there is an-
other. They assume that the blacM,;(i
is not as well prepared as the white
child, and hence the quality of teaching
will be adjusted to suit the blac,Inta-
dents. Even when evidence is presented
showing that this is not true, they con-
tinue to believe it. IN=
The white .child is likely to be at'aid
to be a minority in a school that is ltrge-
ly black. Black people are accusried
to being a minority, so they are—not
afraid of being in a school thattapre-
dominantly white. Tied in with tear
many assume that a white tea= is
is the belief that black studentav
want to get even with them formrhat
white people have done to N e g:= e s
through the years. Many white t.eaMers
are afraid to teach in a predomiliontly
black area. ....••••••
These fears are largely w i t u t
foundation. It is the responsibil= of
and means whereby these fears Via' be
dispelled. One way to do it is to get testi-
boards of education to provide ways
monies from white teachers who are
now teaching in predominantly Negro
schools and like it. and from whire stu-
dents and white parents who like the
black teachers they have.
A Point Of View
By NAT. D. WILLIAMS
TRIP OR TRICK
The traditional Ha1Io 'en
Night greeting of kids about
"Treat or trick. finds an easy
take off in the term "Trip or
Trick." wilco' one thinks of the
the growing use of narcotics
and other dangerous drugs
among the high school . .and
even grade school kids of today.
Even Richard Nixon, one of
the most reactionary Presidents
in the hstory of the Unted
States, has found it necessary
even in the recesses of his prac-
tical politician heart to speak
out in support of controlling
the dope traffic in this country.
He was even humane enough
to insist that something should
od dope. . .particularly as it af-
of dope . . .particularly as if af-
fects young Americans.
Only last week in Memphis a
high school girl's remarks
about her use of narcotics, was
a major topic of debate In a
large number of black high
schools the dope problem is be-
coming serious. Unitl compar
atively recent date, dope ad-
4ictiop was not too prevalent
among black teen-agers, be- habit to stay in with the -In- dope matter.
cause the cost of obtaining the
narcotics was too high. B u t
now the story is changing.
Just last week in Memphis it
was discovered that a teen-age
ring of burglars was operating
to obtain thousands of d o l-
iars . . .so that they could buy
dope. The ring-leader of t h e
gang . . .boys and girls . . .re-
putedly needed at least $200
per week to "support hie h a Ir
it". He needed that amount of
money every week to satisfy
his yen for narcotic drugs. He
was both physically and finan-
cially "hooked".
As a poor black boy in the
ghett., there was no place for
j him to turn to find money for
his indulgence, except in the
realm of crime. So, he and his
peers, turned to crime. No w
,they are caught.
The tragedy of the situation
rests in the fact that not only
poor, but all levels of American
youth are being caught in the
mesh of dope addiction. Black
and white youngsters are turn-
ing to "trips" from frustration
and confusion by resorting to
the use of dope. Some kids turn
to dope as a form of youthful




crowd". Others take it=s out
of curiosiy. And stiDe—others
find themselves alErdenI1V
drawn into the tolls foa var
iety of other reasons.
But the major consiaration
is the role of parents aint other
adults in helping youngsaers es-
cape the menace of doPE This
is a hard job. In this dal ter-
rible tensions and frightfol frus-
trations, even adults find it
easier to turn to tranquillizing
drugs, sleep inducing pills, and
stay-awake narcotics, than to
trust their own will power, in-
telligence, faith, and determine-
,tion in solving the problems of
iour times.
Is it any wonder that the chil-
dren of such parents follow the
,examples set, even while Aehe-
ment It declaring that .the
"generation gap" m it
impossible for them to :Vile to
their parents ,
From this. point of view, both
the parents and the kids of this
"hooked" era of humao.exper-
ience are ,n the .same bonkt..Pne
just likes it hot . . .and the
other just likes it cold. Siii it's
the same old three six anrhiine.
Like Nixon insists somebody's
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E. of the Memphis Police Depart-
• amity Relations Bureau and
Kapp& Psi Fraternity, seated third
Irons le?t, has been proclaimed "Greek of
the Year" by the Memphis Pan-Hellenic
CounciL Nominees and some program par-
ticipants are pictured following the Awards
Dinner last week. Seated from left are Mrs.
Maridelle M. Adams, Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority; Odell Nathaniel, president of
Memphis Pan-Hellenic Council: Mr. Red-
ditt, and Mrs. Marguerite W. Cox, Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority. Standing, same order.
are Ernest K. Davis, Omega Psi Phi Fra-
ternity; Mrs. Juanita Y. Chanibers, Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority; Mrs. 1 Emogene W.
Wilson, general chairman of the affair:
Samuel Peace, Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity;
and Criminal Court Judge C. Odell Hor-
ton, guest speaker. Officer Redditt distin-
guished himself in the new dimensions of
police work in outstanding humanitarian
service at the Riverview-Kansas Police
Community Service Center and is a dyna-
mic force in the establishment of such cen-
ters in ghetto Neighborhoods.
Arts And Crafts Chairman
Wins Recognition For State
A beetrtiful plaque will belby Tennessee State University,
presenailto the Tennessee Arts and the art chairman. Mrs.
and CfaBs chairman of t h e Frances Tharpe wants to share
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MaSlet hank
cities and their Arts and Crafts
chairmen t his summer.
They are Mrs. Luella Long,
Chattanooga. Mrs. Ruth Whit-
aker. Columbia; Mesdame
Gentry and Tuggle, Humboldt;
Mrs. Georgia Wisdom, Jack-
son: Mrs. Roberts. Lewisburg;
Mrs. Earnestine E. Martin,
Memphis; Mrs. Matilda Lytle,
Murfreesboro: Mrs. Marian L.
Pa tto n, state co-chairman.
Nashville; and Mrs. Sadie
Pinder. Pulaski,
Since 1962, a number of hon-
ors ha ve been won by Mrs.
Tharpe as state Arts and Crafts
chairman. In 1962. the National
Handicarft Society of D e s
Moines. Iowa. presented her a
gold pin for her work in handi-
craft.
In 1963. she was appointed
State Arts and Crafts chair-.
man of the Tennessee Federat-
ed Clubs. She received splendidi
cooperation from women a II
over the state and was able in
a short space of time to in-
crease cities represented in!
Arts and Crafts fr)m three to
18.
In 1964. Mrs. Tharpe was ap-
pointed Arts and Crafts chair-
man of the Southeastern Reg-
tonal which comprises some
eight states. In 1966. the South.
eastern Regional won the most
coveted N a tional Secial
Awards Trophy, and former
Commissioner of Puublic Works
Pete Sisson sent Mrs. Tharpe,
a congratulatory letter for her
work.
In 1967. the Tennessee Arts
and Crafts Department of Fed-
erated Clubs won ' second prize
at Durham. N.C.
In 1968. the Arts and Crafts
Department won the National
Special State Trophy for hav-
ing the most outstandirw, dis-
play in the National 'WC Con-
vention.
The Southeastern won the Na-
tional Special Award lor the
second time in Chicago with
Mrs. Ruby W. Bell as chair-
man and Mrs. Tharpe as co-
chairman.
A member of Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority, she also belongs
to the Clara Barton Health
Club, La Bos Desoie Club, is a
registered seainstress iind is
completing a course in hatmak-
mg.
Chris Turner Lim Armstrong
12-D4P.M. 4-8P.M.
Back to Soul





students and two faculty advi-
sors will be in St. Louis. te e b-





prii• five *Wit: scheduled to
bake the trip -Mary L. Bap-
tist-Charles Jo iOn, Mary
Price, Alvin Clark, and Cyn-
thia Anderson.
The two advisors are Cherie,-
Bailey, assistant professor of
sociology, and John Leach,
political science instructor.
The Lerdoyne-Owen :roup
will leave for St. Louis on the
morning of February 17. 'the
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for churches. schools and clubs. Sell
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ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee
Tread Life Guarantee
Guaranteed Against: All fail -
ure• of the tire resulting from
normal reed hazards or defects
In material or noirkmenshin.
For How Lone: vor the life of
the origtnal tread
What Se•rs Will Do: fterinir
Dail InInct "reit at no charge In
OW of failure, in exchange fur
the tire. replace it charging
only the proportion a current
regular selling price plus Fed-






For How Long: The number
of mrmtha specified
What Elaars Will Do: laws-
change for the tire. replace it.
charisma the current regular
wiltn_ff Price plus FederAl Ex
rise Tax less the following al
lowance:
Meath, Guaremteed Anowarsers
12 to 24 10%
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078-13 or 6.50x13 . 12.78 2.02
E78-14 or 7.35x14 13.98 2.18
F78-14 or 7.75x14 14.78 2.36
G78-14 or 8.25x14 15.98 2.44
H78-14 or 8.55x14 17.18 2.68
F78-15 or 7.75x15 14.78 2.50
Get Up to Double the Mileage
of Most Non-Belted Tires
• Guaranteed by Sears to wear for a full 36 months...
PLUS guaranteed against all failure for life of tread
Two fiber glass belts keep the tread flat against the road
to reduce tire squirm and wiggle. This means better trac-
tion and longer life. Two rugged nylon cord plies and -
extra strength for greater protection against impact dam-
age and punctures. Contour safety shoulders for easier
steering and surer cornering. Save now!
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